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Abstract
There has been a nation-wide push for an increase in the use of integrated science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education in the United States. With
this shift in epistemological, pedagogical, and curricular content, there is a need to
develop an understanding as to what integrated STEM education is, particularly among
practitioners. In this dissertation, inservice science teacher conceptions of integrated
STEM education were investigated to help understand what these conceptions are and
how these conceptions influence curriculum writing and implementation of integrated
STEM curricula in classrooms. Teacher conceptions and their influences were
investigated through three separate but interrelated studies.
First, K-12 inservice science teachers’ conceptions of integrated STEM were
investigated through the analysis of their sketched models of integrated STEM education.
How these models changed throughout an intensive, three-week professional
development was also explored. The goal of this first study was to identify conceptual
models of integrated STEM education held by inservice science teachers and to
understand how these conceptions might change over the course of a professional
development.
Second, photo elicitation interviews (PEIs) and curricular analysis were used to
provide rich descriptions of the conceptual models of integrated STEM education held by
inservice science teachers, determine what components of STEM inservice science
teachers found fundamental to integrating STEM in the classroom based on their
conceptions, and explore how teachers’ conceptions of STEM were used in their
iii

development of integrated STEM curricula. The goal of this second study was to better
understand inservice science teachers’ conceptual models of integrated STEM and
explore how these models were realized in the teachers’ curriculum writing.
Third, a multiple-case study was conducted with three teachers to investigate how
the conceptual models held by inservice science teachers were enacted in their
implementation of an integrated STEM curriculum unit in their classrooms. The goal of
this third study was to determine how, if at all, teachers enact their conceptual models of
integrated STEM education in the classroom when implementing a STEM curriculum.
Together, these three studies helped to broaden the research related to integrated
STEM education in the literature. The progressive nature of the studies in this
dissertation, as well as the diverse use of methodologies and data analysis, helped to
expand STEM education research.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1. Organization of the Dissertation
This dissertation represents a three-paper dissertation organized into six chapters.
Chapter 1 provides an overall organization and rationale for the research. Chapter 2
contains a general literature review that serves to ground the dissertation’s studies in the
context of prior research and describe the research context for the studies. Chapters 3–5
each contain a single study, where each chapter represents a separate study complete with
rationale, literature review, methodology, results, and discussion. Chapter 6 discusses
central findings from all three studies, as well as implications for education and future
research.
The first study, found in Chapter 3, is an exploratory study investigating the
conceptual models of integrated STEM education held by inservice science teachers and
how those conceptions changed over the course of a professional development. This
study identified eight different conceptual models of integrated STEM education held by
inservice science teachers, and these conceptual models were used to inform the next two
studies, found in Chapters 4 and 5.
The next two studies were informed by the first study’s findings and were
intended to move its more theoretical findings toward practical application. The second
study, found in Chapter 4, is a deeper investigation of the conceptual models of integrated
STEM held by inservice science teachers and how these conceptual models were
reflected in the teachers’ development of integrated STEM curricula. This study
identified seven characteristics of integrated STEM important to inservice science
1

teachers and found that teachers’ conceptions of integrated STEM were reflected in
integrated STEM curriculum writing in various ways.
The third study, found in Chapter 5, examined how, if at all, teachers enact their
conceptual models of integrated STEM education in the classroom when implementing a
STEM curriculum and ways in which this enactment differed between teachers. This
study found that differences existed in teachers’ implementations of the same integrated
STEM curriculum unit and that their conceptions of STEM were enacted in various ways
during their implementations.
1.2. Rationale
In the past decade, multiple national policy documents have been published that
indicate the United State’s global competitiveness and growing workforce needs in the
fields of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) is dependent upon
our educational system’s ability to both educate students in and recruit students into the
STEM disciplines at both the K-12 and the post-secondary levels. For example, Rising
Above the Gathering Storm (National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of
Engineering, Institute of Medicine of the National Academies [The National Academies],
2007) called for a nationwide emphasis on the investment of time and energy into
developing quality K-12 STEM education programs to help increase the number of
students pursuing STEM-related careers. This document suggests that in order to
improve STEM education programs, it is important that the quality and knowledge base
of K-12 teachers instructing students in the STEM disciplines must be increased.

2

Though national and state policymakers, as well as educators, are aware of the
importance of improving K-12 STEM education and the quality of K-12 STEM
educators, there is not a common understanding of what integrated STEM curriculum
models might look like (Roehrig, Moore, Wang, & Park, 2012). Even among the
researchers and educational professionals most heavily involved in the STEM movement,
there appear to be numerous ways to define both the term and the practice of STEM
education. Without a better understanding of the conceptions of integrated STEM
education held by practitioners, or how these conceptions influence the development of
integrated STEM curriculum and the implementation of integrated STEM curricula in the
classroom, supporting the STEM movement through teacher preparation programs,
professional development opportunities, and development of curricular resources will be
difficult. Thus, understanding the conceptions teachers hold regarding integrated STEM
education is an important first step in implementing reforms that call for increased
integrated STEM in K-12 schools. How these conceptions influence teachers’
development of and implementation of integrated STEM curricula in classrooms will also
contribute to meeting the lofty goals set forth by the nations’ educational policy makers.
Thus, the focus of this dissertation is teacher conceptions of integrated STEM education.
This dissertation strives to explore what those conceptions are and how those conceptions
are reflected in integrated STEM curriculum and implementation in classrooms.
Implications for this research will play an important role in supporting the goals of the
STEM movement.

3

Chapter 2: Literature Review and Research Context
While policymakers and researchers advocate for STEM integration, there is not a
common understanding of what an integrated STEM curriculum model (or models) might
look like in theory or in practice. In order to move the goal of improving this
understanding forward, it is important to consider prior research pertaining to the
conceptual models of, curriculum development for, implementation of, and professional
development surrounding integrated STEM education.
2.1. Defining Integrated STEM Education
The benefits of integrating curricula have been well studied. Furner and Kumar
(2007) suggest that using an integrated curriculum provides students with a highly
relevant, less fragmented, and more stimulating learning experience than curricula that
are not integrated. Studies have shown that integration allows students to determine when
to apply their knowledge and encourages them to examine relationships between multiple
concepts (Froyd & Ohland, 2005; Stein, Carnine, & Dixon, 1998). Other benefits to
integrating curricula are that they are more student-centered (Czerniak, Weber,
Sandmann, & Ahern, 1999), increase student retention (Crosling, Heagney, & Thomas,
2009), and improve problem-solving skills in students (Smith & Karr-Kidwell, 2000).
This research shows that integrating content is an important aspect to consider when
facilitating student learning in the classroom.
Fogarty (1991) identified integration in educational curricula as occurring along a
continuum of ten different models ranging from not integrated to fully integrated.
Davison, Miller, and Metheny (1995) modified Fogarty’s continuum to focus specifically
4

on the integration of science and mathematics, identifying five different types of science
and mathematics integration. From the narrowest to broadest definition, they are:
discipline specific integration (merging two branches of either math or science); content
specific integration (choosing one curriculum objective from math and one from science
then planning an activity that weaves the two objectives together); process integration
(exploring real-life problems using the scientific process and appropriate math concepts);
methodological integration (investigating both scientific and mathematics problems using
related strategies); and thematic integration (constructing a theme which serves as the
medium that holds the disciplines together). While Davison et al.’s (1995) continuum
does not explicitly include the integration of either engineering or technology into
curricula, extending this continuum to include additional content is possible.
Bybee (2013) recently detailed commonly accepted models conceptualizing the
integration of all four disciplines of STEM education. From least to most integrated they
are: 1) a single discipline reference (STEM equals a science discipline); 2) a reference for
science and math (separate disciplines of science and math); 3) separate science
disciplines that incorporate other disciplines (a science course that incorporates
technology, engineering, or mathematics as appropriate); 4) separate disciplines (four
separate courses for science, technology, engineering and math); 5) science and math
connected by technology or engineering program (science and math as separate
disciplines but connected by technology or engineering); 6) coordination across
disciplines (concepts, processes, and resources are coordinated across boundaries to
separate disciplines); 7) combining two or three disciplines (use of two or three of the
5

STEM disciplines to form a course); 8) integrated disciplines (integration of science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics through overlapping and sequencing); and 9) a
transdisciplinary course or program.
Other definitions of integrated STEM education use more holistic approaches than
the models offered by Bybee (2013). Breiner, Harkness, Johnson, and Kohler (2012)
define the practice of STEM integration as the shift from traditional lecture-based
classrooms to the implementation of pedagogy that involves more inquiry and problembased learning approaches. In their literature review, Briener et al. (2012) suggest that
others define integrated STEM as curricula that integrate science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics concepts in ways that most closely reflect the practice of
professionals currently working in STEM fields in an effort to graduate more students
who are prepared to work in STEM professions. This particular perspective involves
viewing the four separate areas of STEM as one entity, thus teaching them cohesively to
seamlessly integrate the content.
Moore et al. (2014a) define integrated STEM education as, “an effort by
educators to have students participate in engineering design as a means to develop
technologies that require meaningful learning and application of mathematics and/or
science” (p. 38). This definition of integrated STEM education emphasizes the
integration of engineering into science and mathematics classes with the purpose of
learning through the development of technologies. Though Moore et al. (2014a) indicate
that both science and mathematics classrooms are potential venues for integrated STEM
education, the inclusion of engineering practices in the Next Generation Science
6

Standards (NGSS Lead States, 2013) indicates that, nationally, integration is more likely
to take place within K-12 science classrooms.
The previous examples illustrate the variety of definitions and models currently
describing integrated STEM education in an academic setting. Bybee (2013) suggests that
while it is not important that one of these models be chosen as the exemplar or one-sizefits-all definition of integrated STEM education, it is important that teachers,
administrators, school districts, and policy-making agencies consider their own
conceptions of integrated STEM to better operate as advocates for STEM at the local
level. Teachers are then faced with the difficult task of determining what integrated
STEM education means for them at a personal and practical level.
2.2. Conceptualizing, Developing, and Implementing Integrated STEM Curricula
Conceptions have been identified as general mental structures that represent
frameworks for the way teachers interpret and interact with the teaching environment
(Marton, 1981; Pratt, 1992). Conceptions influence our behavior and according to Pratt
(1992), “… mediate our response to situations” (p. 204). Additionally, studies have
shown that teachers’ beliefs, which can be defined as the way they conceptualize their
work in the classroom in relation to student learning (Richards, Gallo, & Renandya,
2001), have an impact on their classroom practices in science and mathematics (Ernest,
1989; Lumpe, Czerniak, Haney, & Beltyukova, 2012; Roehrig & Luft, 2004). Because
there are various ways of conceptualizing integrated STEM education (Breiner et al.,
2012; Bybee, 2013; Moore et al., 2014a) and because conceptions influence behavior
(Pratt, 1992) examining teachers’ conceptions of integrated STEM is important –
7

particularly as they relate to curriculum development and classroom practices.
Though the benefits of integrated curricula seem clear, there are difficulties that
must be overcome when teachers choose to implement integrated STEM curricula. The
lack of agreed upon articulations for the goals, classroom models, or classroom
implementation methods for integrated STEM is problematic (Venville, Wallace, Rennie,
& Malone, 1999). Bybee (2013) supports the notion that there is no one agreed upon
model: while he offers a framework for understanding a variety of perspectives on
integrated STEM education, he does not advocate for just one of those perspectives as an
exemplar. This can make conceptualizing integrated STEM education difficult for
teachers and administrators making programmatic decisions. A second challenge lies in
teacher buy-in. According to Huntley (1998), teachers must have a strong belief that
integrating curricula is what is best for their students in order for them to persist in
implementing integrated STEM education in their classrooms. Huntley (1998) suggests
that without this belief, the likelihood teachers will take the time and the effort to seek
out, modify, and/or develop integrated curriculum in their practice is small. A final
challenge to implementing integrated STEM curricula lies in teacher content knowledge;
integrating science, technology, engineering, and mathematics presents challenges to
teachers whose background knowledge in several of the subject areas is limited (Ejiwale,
2013; Sanders, 2009). Elementary teachers, whose education tends to be more general in
its scope, can feel overwhelmed by the amount of content knowledge required when
implementing integrated STEM curricula (Nadelson et al., 2013). While many teachers
understand the need to improve both their STEM content knowledge and their
8

understanding of how to implement an integrated STEM curriculum, professional
development opportunities available to help teachers understand how to integrate STEM
in their classrooms are limited (Asghar, Ellington, Rice, Johnson, & Prime, 2012;
Ejiwale, 2013; Roehrig et al., 2012).
2.3. Professional Development and Integrated STEM Education
The goals of many professional development opportunities are to equip teachers
with resources and tools to help them implement high quality, effective instruction
(Buczynski & Hansen, 2009). Professional development can have a positive impact on
teacher beliefs and practices (Luft, 2001; Ross & Bruce, 2007), increase teachers’
adoption of a student-centered approach to learning (Gibbs & Coffey, 2004), and improve
student learning in the teachers’ classroom (Gibbs & Coffey, 2004; Ross & Bruce, 2007).
There are several strategies that can be used during professional development to make it
effective in numerous ways, including teacher development of conceptual frameworks
upon which to build their practice (Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, & Yoon, 2001;
Supovitz & Turner, 2000). Garet et al. (2001) suggest that effective professional
development includes: 1) sustained and intensive time frames, 2) a focus on curricular
content, 3) opportunities for active learning, and 4) an explicit connection to the daily life
of the school. Supovitz and Turner (2000) add that highly effective professional
development includes modeling inquiry practices with teachers and grounding the
professional development in a common set of professional standards with direct
connections to student performance outcomes. While these strategies can be used to help
improve the effectiveness of professional development, there are also obstacles to
9

implementing knowledge learned during that experience. Buczynski and Hansen (2007)
suggest that limited resources, time constraints, mandated curriculum pacing, language
learning, and classroom management issues can all hinder the ultimate effectiveness of a
professional development when teachers return to their classrooms. Because of these
barriers, it is crucial that school districts support teachers and offer time for collaboration
and planning when they return from professional development sessions (Wee,
Shepardson, Fast, & Harbor, 2007).
It is critical that professional development focused on integrated STEM education
incorporate the effective practices of professional development identified by previous
research. It seems evident that these professional development opportunities should,
among other practices, emphasize the benefits of curriculum integration (Huntley, 1998)
and allow teachers the opportunity to develop their conceptions of integrated STEM
(Garet et al, 2001; Supovitz & Turner, 2000).
2.4. Research Context: EngrTEAMS Grant Project
The context of these studies was a 5-year, NSF grant-funded project (DRL –
1238140) which aims to prepare teachers to develop and implement integrated STEM
curricula through summer professional development and year-long coaching. The project
was guided by both a STEM integration framework (Moore et al., 2014a) and a
framework for quality K-12 engineering education (Moore, Glancy, Tank, Kersten, &
Smith, 2014b).
The STEM integration framework guiding the project defined STEM integration
as the merging of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics using six specific
10

tenets: 1) a motivating and engaging context; 2) an engineering design challenge; 3)
opportunity to learn from failure through redesign; 4) inclusion of math and/or science
content, 5) student-centered pedagogies; and 6) an emphasis on teamwork and
communication. The central feature of this definition of integrated STEM is the use of an
engineering design challenge that is situated in a real-world problem. The inclusion of
this engineering design challenge was intended to help students understand both the
engineering design process and the broader field of engineering within the context of
integrated STEM.
Throughout the project, an emphasis was placed on the framework for quality K12 engineering education identified by Moore et al. (2014b). Moore et al.’s (2014b)
framework identifies, “12 key indicators that, when taken together, summarize a quality
K-12 engineering education for all students throughout their K-12 education” (pp. 4).
These indicators and brief definitions for each are listed in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1
Framework for Quality K-12 Engineering Education
Framework for Quality K-12 Engineering Education
(Moore et al., 2014b)
Key Indicators
Description
Process of Design (POD)
Engineering design process
Problem and background (POD-PB)

Plan and implementation (POD-PI)

Test and evaluate (POD-TE)
Apply science, engineering, and mathematics (SEM)
Engineering thinking (EThink)

Conceptions of engineers and engineering (CEE)

Engineering tools (Etool)
Issues, solutions, and impacts (ISI)
Ethics

Teamwork

Communication related to engineering (Comm-Engr)

Identifying an engineering problem in need of a
solution – includes researching the problem,
participating in learning activities to gain background
knowledge, and identifying constraints
Developing and implementing a plan for a design
solution to an engineering problem – includes
brainstorming, developing multiple solutions, and
evaluating pros and cons of multiple solutions
Generating a testable hypothesis/question and
designing experiments to evaluate them – includes
data collection and analysis for use in redesign
Applying mathematics or science in the context of
solving engineering problems
Applying independent, reflective, and metacognitive
thinking to improve solutions and learn from failure –
includes systems thinking, creativity, optimism,
perseverance, and innovation
Developing an understanding of what engineers do –
includes work driven by client needs, design under
constraints, and learning about various engineering
disciplines
Developing proficiency using techniques, skills,
processes, and tools used in engineering – excludes
the engineering design process (POD)
Understanding the impact of solutions in a global,
economic, environmental, and societal context
Understanding ethical considerations inherent in
engineering – includes responsibility to natural and
client resources; effects of a design on public health
and safety; governmental regulations and professional
standards; and integrity
Developing teamwork and interpersonal skills –
includes participating in collaborative groups in a
variety of roles
Developing technical writing skills and ability to
communicate technical ideas in common language –
includes symbolic and pictorial representations

During their involvement in the project, teachers were expected to develop curricula that:
a) aligned to the STEM integration framework (Moore et al., 2014a); b) used the process
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of design (Moore et al., 2014b); and c) applied the Minnesota state science, mathematics,
and engineering standards.
The data for the three studies in this dissertation were collected during the third
year of the five-year EngrTEAMS project. This year began with a three-week summer
professional development (PD). During this PD, science teachers from five K-12 partner
districts were supported in expanding their knowledge of STEM integration through a
combination of large group meetings and smaller science content-specific breakout
sessions (Table 2.2). The content-specific breakout sessions varied in their specific
agendas, but each was intended to help teachers expand their pedagogical content
knowledge and learn ways to integrate STEM within their chosen content area (Earth,
life, or physical science). During the three-week professional development, teachers
worked in large group sessions to explore approaches to teaching engineering and data
analysis, in content-specific small groups to integrate engineering within specific areas of
science, and in teams of two-three teachers to develop integrated STEM curriculum
alongside a graduate-student coach. Once the curricula had been developed, the teachers
piloted their curricula with summer camp students attending a STEM-focused camp at the
EngrTEAMS’ partner university. Following this pilot, the teams of teachers revised their
curricula to incorporate any needed changes. During the 2015-2016 school year, the
teachers implemented their team-created curricula in their individual classrooms with the
help of their graduate-student coach. After all teachers had implemented their curricula,
the teams reassembled one last time to revise and submit their finalized integrated STEM
curricula.
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Table 2.2
EngrTEAMS Year 3 PD: Major Activities
Day
Major
Activities

1
- Project Introduction
- Introduction to
Engineering
Education Framework
(Moore et al., 2014b)
- Process of Design
Activity (Emphasis on
Teamwork)

Day
Major
Activities

5
- Content Breakout
Sessions

Day
Major
Activities

9
- Creative Design
Process/Brainstorming
Activities
- Team Curriculum
Writing

2
- Problem Scoping in
Engineering (Criteria
and Constraints)
Discussion
- Client Letter
Example and
Activity
- Content (Earth,
Life, Physical)
Breakout Sessions
6
- Introduction to
STEM Integration
Framework (Moore
et al., 2014a)
- Revisit
Engineering
Education
Framework (Moore
et al. 2014b)
- Content Breakout
Sessions

10
- Data Analysis
Discussion
- ETools for
Students Discussion
- Team Curriculum
Writing

3
- Introduction to
Evidence-Based
Reasoning (EBR) in
Student Assessment
- Problem Scoping
Activity with EBR
as Assessment
- Content Breakout
Sessions

4
- Content
Breakout Sessions

7
- Cooperative
Learning and
Teamwork
Discussion
- Team Charters for
Curriculum
Development
Created
- Introduction to
STEM Integration
Curriculum
Assessment (ICA)
- Content Breakout
Sessions
11
- Team Curriculum
Writing

8
- Revisit Problem
Scoping Activity
with EBR as
Assessment
- Leading EBR
Discussions with
Students Modeled
- Practice using
STEM ICA

12
- Team
Curriculum
Writing

2.5. Preview of the Studies
This chapter broadly grounds the proposed studies in this dissertation in the
literature related to integrated STEM education and provides a context for the research.
A rationale and literature review specific to each study is found in Chapters 3-5. Chapter
3 investigates currently held conceptions of integrated STEM education by inservice
science teachers and how those conceptions changed over the course of a professional
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development experience. Chapter 4 investigates these conceptions of integrated STEM
education further and how these conceptions were reflected in teachers’ development of
integrated STEM curricula. Chapter 5 investigates how, teachers’ implementation of an
integrated STEM curriculum differ and how, if at all, teachers enact their conceptual
models of integrated STEM education in the classroom during their implementation of
this curriculum. Chapter 6 provides an overview of the overarching findings of the
studies in this dissertation as well implications for education and future research.
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Chapter 3: Identifying Conceptions: The Evolution of Teacher
Conceptions of Integrated STEM Education Throughout an Intensive
Professional Development Course
While policymakers and researchers advocate for STEM integration, there is not a
common understanding of what an integrated STEM curriculum model (or models) might
look like in theory or in practice. In order to move the goal of improving this
understanding forward, it is important that prior research pertaining to the conceptual
models of, curriculum development for, and implementation of integrated STEM
curricula be explored.
3.1. Rationale
In the past decade, multiple national policy documents have asserted that the
global competitiveness of the United States is contingent upon its ability to recruit
students into and educate individuals in the science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) disciplines at the K-12 and post-secondary levels, respectively
(National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of Engineering, & Institute of
Medicine of the National Academies [The National Academies], 2007). For example, in
Rising Above the Gathering Storm, The National Academies (2007) called for a
nationwide emphasis on the investment of time and energy into developing quality K-12
STEM education programs to help increase the number of students pursuing STEMrelated careers in their adult lives. In order to develop effective STEM education
programs, the quality and content knowledge base of K-12 science teachers, as well as
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their understanding of how to integrate the STEM disciplines, must be increased (Honey,
Pearson, & Schweingruber, 2014).
However, the success of these calls for improving the quality and integration of
STEM in K-12 classrooms depends on teachers’ associated knowledge and beliefs.
Previous studies have shown that teachers’ beliefs, which can be defined as the way they
conceptualize their work in the classroom in relation to student learning (Richards, Gallo,
& Renandya, 2001), have an impact on their classroom practices in science and
mathematics (Ernest, 1989; Lumpe, Czerniak, Haney, & Beltyukova, 2012; Roehrig &
Luft, 2004). Studies have indicated that in order for science teachers to use integrated
curriculum in their classroom, they need to have a strong belief that students learn best
when curriculum is integrated (Huntley, 1998). Unfortunately, there is little research
available that explores how teachers’ beliefs of integrated STEM influence the
implementation of integrated STEM curricula (Wang, Moore, Roehrig, & Park, 2011), let
alone what their conceptions of integrated STEM are. While policymakers and educators
are aware of the importance of improving K-12 STEM education through teacher
preparation programs, professional development opportunities, and curricular resources,
there remains debate about the nature of STEM integration (Brown, Brown, Reardon, &
Merrill, 2011; Bybee, 2013; English, 2016; Herschbach, 2011; Johnson, 2012; Roehrig,
Moore, Wang, & Park, 2012). Thus, understanding the conceptions teachers hold
regarding integrated STEM education is an important first step in implementing reforms
that call for increased integrated STEM in K-12 schools.
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Integrated STEM education has become a nationwide movement with an
ambitious goal of increasing the number of students pursuing STEM-related careers;
action needs to be taken to support teachers in this endeavor. It is imperative that K-12
science teachers across the United States develop an understanding of what integrated
STEM education could look like in the classroom. Without knowledge of beliefs and
understandings related to integrated STEM education, the probability that it will be used
in a teacher’s classroom, or more specifically used effectively in a teacher’s classroom, is
small (Roehrig, Moore, Wang, & Park, 2012). This study aims to explore this gap in the
literature by investigating inservice science teachers’ conceptions of integrated STEM
education and observe how those conceptions changed over the course of an intensive, 3week professional development.
3.2 Literature Review
3.2.1 Defining STEM Integration
There is not one single approach to integrating science, technology, engineering
and mathematics (Brown et al., 2011; Bybee, 2013; English, 2016; Herschbach, 2011;
Johnson, 2012). In this study, we consider several models as potential ways that teachers
may conceptualize integrated STEM education. Fogarty (1991) identified integration in
curricula in general as occurring along a continuum of ten different models ranging from
not integrated (e.g., separate disciplines) to fully integrated. Davison, Miller, and
Metheny (1995) modified Fogarty’s continuum to focus specifically on the integration of
science and mathematics, identifying five different types of science and mathematics
integration. While Davison et al.’s (1995) continuum does not explicitly include the
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integration of either engineering or technology into curricula, extending this continuum to
include additional content areas is possible. To that end, Bybee (2013) detailed nine
commonly accepted models conceptualizing integrated STEM education, including
STEM as a single discipline reference in curricula and STEM as integrated disciplines.
Others have defined integrated STEM education more broadly than the models
suggested above. Breiner, Harkness, Johnson, and Kohler (2012) define the practice of
STEM integration as the shift from traditional lecture-based classrooms to the
implementation of pedagogy that involves more inquiry and problem-based learning
approaches. Breiner et al.’s (2012) literature review cites work indicating that some
define integrated STEM as curricula that integrate science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics concepts in ways that most closely reflect the practice of STEM
professionals in an effort to graduate more students who are prepared to work in STEM
professions. This particular perspective involves viewing the four separate areas of
STEM as one entity, thus teaching them cohesively to seamlessly integrate the content
within an authentic context. While this approach to integrating STEM may be interpreted
as ideal, this has been found to be a difficult task for teachers (English, 2016;
Herschbach, 2011; Rinke, Gladstone-Brown, Kinlaw, & Cappiello, 2016); for instance,
teachers’ limited access to resources and lack of teacher preparedness to teach STEM can
create obstacles to implementing integrated STEM curricula (Nadelson et al., 2013).
Despite the differences between the definitions highlighted above, there appear to
be some commonalities across them. Examples of these overlaps include: use of an
engaging, real-world context (Breiner et al., 2012; Brown et al., 2011); intentional,
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explicit identification of the connections between the four disciplines of STEM and
modeling them as they would be used in STEM careers (English, 2016; Herschbach,
2011; Kelley & Knowles, 2016); and the use student-centered pedagogies to develop
problem-solving skills (Breiner, et al., 2012; Labov, Reid, & Yamamoto, 2010; Rinke et
al., 2016; Sanders, 2009). Moore et al. (2014a) identified a framework for integrated
STEM which includes common features of the aforementioned frameworks within its six
tenets: 1) a motivating and engaging context; 2) an engineering design challenge; 3)
opportunity to learn from failure through redesign; 4) inclusion of math and/or science
content, 5) student-centered pedagogies; 6) an emphasis on teamwork and
communication. This integrated STEM perspective introduces the use of an engineering
design challenge to address a real-world problem, which aligns to national reforms
addressing STEM education.
At the national, state, and institutional level, frameworks for STEM education
(National Research Council, 2011; 2012a) and standards for science education (National
Governors Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State School
Officers, 2010; NGSS Lead States, 2013) incorporate a prominent engineering
component in science disciplinary content and process. Research has indicated that the
incorporation of engineering as a context to teach science content has potential to
increase both student learning and interest (Moore et al., 2014a; National Academy of
Engineering & National Research Council, 2014). New standards and curricula also
encourage the incorporation of mathematics and technology in STEM education
(National Governors Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State
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School Officers, 2010; NGSS Lead States, 2013). However, though both mathematics
and technology have been found to be highly valued, they have also been found to be
missing from STEM educational approaches and are areas that need to be further studied
within integrated STEM education (Herschbach, 2011; Rinke et al., 2016).
The previous examples illustrate the variety of definitions, models, frameworks,
and standards currently defining integrated STEM education. Bybee (2013) suggests that
while it is not important that one model be chosen as the exemplar or one-size-fits-all
definition of integrated STEM education, it is important that teachers, administrators,
school districts, and policy-making agencies consider their own conceptions of integrated
STEM to better operate as advocates for STEM at the local level. Teachers are then faced
with the difficult task of determining what integrated STEM education means for them at
a personal and practical level.
3.2.2. Integrating STEM Education and Teacher Conceptions
The benefits of integrating curricula have been well studied. Furner and Kumar
(2007) suggest that using an integrated curriculum provides students with a more
relevant, less fragmented, and more stimulating learning experience. Studies have shown
that integration allows students to determine when to apply their knowledge and
encourages them to examine relationships between multiple concepts (Froyd & Ohland,
2005; Stein, Carnine, & Dixon, 1998). Other benefits to integrating curriculum are that it
is more student-centered (Czerniak, Weber, Sandmann, & Ahern, 2005), increases
student retention (Crosling, Heagney, & Thomas, 2009), and improves problem-solving
skills in students (Smith & Karr-Kidwell, 2000). This research shows that integrating
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content is an important aspect to consider when facilitating student learning in the
classroom.
Though the benefits of integrated curricula seem clear, there are barriers that must
be negotiated when teachers choose to implement integrated STEM curricula. First,
teachers must have a strong belief that integrating curricula is what is best for their
students in order for them to remain resilient in their determination to implement
integrated STEM education (Huntley, 1998). Integration of curricula takes substantial
time and effort and without the belief that these efforts are beneficial, teachers will not
persist in integrating (Huntley, 1998). A second barrier lies in the lack of agreed upon
articulations for the goals, classroom models, or classroom implementation methods for
integrated STEM (Venville, Wallace, Rennie, & Malone, 1999). This can make
conceptualizing integrated STEM education difficult for teachers and administrators who
work together to make programmatic decisions. A third challenge lies in teacher content
knowledge; integrating science, technology, engineering, and mathematics presents
challenges to teachers whose background knowledge in several of the subject areas is
limited (Ejiwale, 2013; Sanders, 2009). While many teachers understand the need to
improve both their STEM content knowledge and their understanding of how to
implement an integrated STEM curriculum, professional development opportunities
available to help teachers understand how to integrate STEM in their classrooms are
limited (Asghar, Ellington, Rice, Johnson, & Prime; 2012; Ejiwale, 2013; Roehrig et al.,
2012).
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Despite the significant amount of literature that exists suggesting that integration
in general, and STEM integration in particular, is necessary and effective in classrooms,
there is little research focusing on what teachers’ conceptions of integrated STEM are.
With this gap in the literature and the fact that little research has been done exploring
teachers’ working models of integrated STEM education, the research questions that
drive this study are: (1) How do K-12 science teachers conceptualize STEM integration?;
and (2) How, if at all, do these conceptions change over the course of a professional
development program?
3.3. Conceptual Framework
We grounded our research in the understanding that there is no one way of
conceptualizing integrated STEM education. However, though these understandings are
varied (Brown et al., 2011; Bybee, 2013; English, 2016; Herschbach, 2011; Johnson,
2012), we draw on a conceptualization that captures the purpose of integrated STEM as,
“the ability to identify, apply, and integrate concepts from science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics to understand complex problems and to innovate to solve
them” (Balka, 2011, p. 7). This definition highlights integrated STEM education as
different from traditional learning in two key areas: content integration related to the
disciplines of STEM and an approach to innovative problem-solving that we understand
as including the use of the 21st Century skills of creativity, critical thinking,
communication, and collaboration (related to the pedagogies of STEM) (Bellanca &
Brandt, 2010).
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In this conceptualization, content integration is at the heart of STEM education.
However, there are multiple ways in which to carry this out (Brown et. al, 2011; Bybee,
2013; Johnson, 2012; Vasquez, Snyder, & Comer, 2014). For example, Moore et al.
(2014a) define integrated STEM education as “an effort to combine some or all of the
four disciplines of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics into one class, unit
or lesson that is based on connections between the subjects and real-world problems” (p.
38); while Kelley and Knowles (2016) define integrated STEM education as “the
approach to teaching the STEM content of two or more STEM domains, bound by STEM
practices within an authentic context for the purpose of connecting these subjects to
enhance student learning” (p. 3). These two definitions are similar in that they allow
objectives to be primarily focused on one of the STEM subject areas, but contexts and
skills from other STEM subjects are used in teaching these objectives. Consequently,
content area (i.e. science and mathematics) teachers can focus on their required content
standards while still integrating STEM content by drawing in knowledge and skills
traditionally taught in other areas. We draw across these definitions in our
conceptualization of content integration in STEM education while acknowledging the
inherent limitations in asserting a singular definition of STEM. This is important for the
objectives of this study, which explores the different ways in which teachers
conceptualize STEM.
Also distinguishing our conceptualization from traditional learning is the idea that
the 21st Century skills of creativity, critical thinking, communication, and collaboration
(Bellanca & Brandt, 2010) can lead to innovative problem-solving in authentic contexts.
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These skills, along with adaptability, literacy, systems thinking, self-management, and
self-development have been identified as supportive of STEM education (National
Research Council, 2010). Our conceptualization of STEM, then, upholds the idea that
teachers who embrace these 21st Century skills as important for student-learning and who
use pedagogies that teach them can support the comprehensive thinking required of
students in integrated STEM education.
3.4. Methods
3.4.1. Research Design
This study used a revelatory single case study design (Yin, 2014) in order to
understand teacher conceptions of integrated STEM education and how they change over
time within the context of professional development. The case study design provides
information about how ideas and abstract ideas can fit together in real contexts (Yin,
2014). The choice of studying teachers’ conceptions of STEM integration, a phenomenon
as of yet unexplored, during a professional development was intentional as we recognize
that the chosen context has the ability to impact teacher conceptions, much like
professional development can impact teacher beliefs (Luft, 2001) and practice
(Buczynski & Hanson, 2009).
3.4.2. Theoretical Framework
By adopting a theoretical framework based on constructivist and social
constructivist theories, we argue that the conceptions of STEM integration developed by
K-12 science teachers are conceptual models constructed based on their prior knowledge
and experiences (Bruner, 1966). Constructivist theory states that learning is an active
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process in which learners construct new ideas and concepts based on current knowledge
schemas (Bruner, 1966). Learners develop and use schemas, mental models of related
concepts, to help give meaning to new concepts (Bruner, 1966). Because no one
individual encounters a new concept with the same prior knowledge, the schemas
developed may differ for each learner, and multiple realities and conceptual constructs
may be developed for the same concept from individual to individual (Bruner 1966).
Social constructivist theory (Dewey, 1969; Vygotsky, 1978) extends cognitive
constructivism to incorporate the idea that individuals develop more comprehensive and
advanced conceptual constructs when working collaboratively with others (Hodson &
Hodson, 1998; Vygotsky, 1978). Because of this, modern professional development
experiences have been designed around the concept of professional collaboration (Lave,
1991; Avalos, 2011; Crafton & Kaiser, 2011). These professional development
experiences call upon teachers to work collaboratively to help them develop advanced
conceptual constructs that might not otherwise be constructed.
These conceptual models of STEM studied here provide insight into each
teacher’s understanding of integrated STEM education. Additionally, the collaborative
nature of the professional development in this study played a role in shaping and
deepening the teachers’ conceptions of integrated STEM education (Dewey, 1969;
Vygotsky, 1978). In sum, during the professional development that contextualizes this
study, teachers were continually constructing and reconstructing mental models
(conceptions) of STEM integration, which were captured through physical models
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(drawings) of STEM integration. It is these physical models that are explored to gain an
understanding of teachers’ conceptions of STEM integration.
3.4.3. Context
In the summer of 2015, forty-five K through 12 science teachers participated in a
three-week summer professional development program (a total of over 84 hours) at a
large Midwestern University. This professional development was part of the third year of
a five-year NSF-funded project designed to promote K-12 STEM integration support
student learning of science through the integration of engineering design into science
classrooms. The professional development was created using known high-quality
practices (Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman & Yoon, 2001; Supovitz & Turner, 2000)
that included time for individual and small group reflection and planning for classroom
practice through curriculum writing. Science teachers from five K-12 partner districts
were supported in expanding their knowledge of STEM integration through a
combination of large group meetings and smaller content-specific breakout sessions
(Figure 3.1). During the three-week professional development, teachers worked in large
group sessions to explore approaches to teaching engineering and data analysis, in
content-specific small groups to integrate engineering within specific areas of science,
and in teams of two-three teachers to develop integrated STEM curriculum.
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Week 1:
• Introduction to Professional
Development
• Introduction to Engineering
Education Framework (Moore et al.,
2014)
• Process of Design Session
• Content Breakout Sessions

Iteration 1: STEM
Reflection Protocol

Week 2:
• Content Breakout Sessions
• Introducton to STEM Integration
Framework
• STEM Integration Coaching
Conversations
• Cooperative Learning Session
• Curriculum Writing

Iteration 2: STEM
Reflection Protocol

Week 3:
• Brainstorming Technique Session
• Data Analysis Session
• Curriculm Writing

Iteration 3: STEM
Reflection Protocol

Figure 3.1. An overview of the proceedings of the 3-week summer professional
development.
The STEM integration framework of Moore et al. (2014a) guided the professional
development, framing STEM integration as “an effort to combine some or all of the four
disciplines of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics into one class, unit or
lesson that is based on connections between the subjects and real-world problems” (p.
38). The six tenets of this STEM integration framework and a K-12 quality engineering
education framework (Moore et al., 2014b) were drawn upon during large group sessions
to model activities and pedagogies that could be utilized in the teachers’ classrooms
during integrated STEM instruction. Activities and discussions focused primarily on the
incorporation of engineering (e.g., engineering design process, problem scoping to
identify criteria and constraints) and data analysis and measurement (e.g., model eliciting
activities, determining the best solution from data) into science instruction. For instance,
teachers learned about real engineering problems through a presentation and discussion
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about designing affordable ATV-like vehicles to help transport food in Cameroon.
Through this, teachers learned about the need to consider the problem at hand, as well as
the criteria and constraints associated with addressing the problem. Teachers also situated
themselves as students in activities such as learning about cooperative learning and
teamwork through creating team charters and idea generation through creativity.
Technology was discussed in alignment to the definition of STEM integration of Moore
et al. (2014a) as the outcome of an engineering design challenge, but was also referred to
as instructional technology (e.g., graphing apps using iPads) to support student learning.
This latter use of technology reflects current goals for integrating technology nationally
in education to enhance student learning (U.S. Department of Education, 2016).
In addition to learning about engineering and data analysis in large group
sessions, teachers learned more about these practices within a specific science content
area, which they chose based on their teaching assignment: physical science (electricity
and magnetism), life science (genetics), and earth science (minerals). These smaller
content breakout sessions were designed to expand upon the inclusion of engineering and
data analysis in science instruction and focused on effective professional development
practices discussed by Garet et al. (2001), specifically providing: 1) a focus on curricular
content, 2) opportunities for active learning, and 3) an explicit connection to the teachers’
school context. STEM education and engineering faculty, as well as STEM education
graduate students, worked to assist teachers in applying integrated STEM frameworks in
the context of specific science content, where teachers engaged in learning science
content more deeply while participating in mini engineering design challenges. These
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activities were intended to model for teachers the types of activities that could be brought
to their classrooms and were often followed up with reflective discussions relating to
classroom implementation. For instance, teachers in the physical science group developed
knowledge of electromagnetism by working together in small teams using batteries and
magnets to engineer a “train” that traveled through copper coils. Working in small teams,
teachers were required to document their process as they tested different configurations
of these materials based on their scientific knowledge, taking care to collect data, which
they presented to the group. The discussion following this activity asked teachers to
specifically consider how an activity like this might be used in their classroom.
Finally, teachers were supported in the development and implementation of
integrated STEM curricula for use in their classrooms. Throughout the three weeks of
professional development, teachers worked together in teams of two to three to develop a
new STEM integration module assisted by a STEM education graduate student who
served as a curriculum development partner and instructional coach. After the summer
professional development, teachers piloted their curriculum with a small group of
students and continued to work in their teams throughout the following school year to
field-test and improve their curriculum. This case is bounded to exploring teacher
conceptions of STEM during the three-week professional development program, future
studies will explore how these conceptions connected into teachers’ STEM classroom
practices.
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3.4.4. Participants
A subset of the forty-five teachers from the professional development experience
participated in this study (n = 33). Due to the exploratory nature of this work,
convenience sampling was used. The authors were involved in the planning for the life
and physical science breakout sessions and were able to incorporate data collection for
this study into the content of these sessions; data were not collected from the twelve earth
science teachers. The thirty-three teachers worked in a variety of settings, ranging from
elementary to high school, working in urban and suburban school districts in a large,
metropolitan area of the Midwestern United States (Tables 3.1 and 3.2). A total of 20
teachers were new to the project and 13 had participated either once or twice in the
project’s professional development before Summer 2015; however, none of the
participants had previously been asked to reflect upon or draw their conceptual model of
STEM integration. Of these teachers, 21 were female and 12 were male and all had at
least 3 years’ teaching experience.
Table 3.1
Life Science Teacher Project Experience
Elementary (n=4)
Middle (n=3)
High (n=1)

1 year
2

2 years
0

3 years
2

2
0

0
0

1
1

1 year

2 years

3 years

8
6
2

4
2
0

3
0
0

Table 3.2
Physical Science Teacher Project Experience
Elementary (n=15)
Middle (n=8)
High (n=2)
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3.4.5. Data Collection
Participants were asked to visually represent their conceptions of integrated
STEM education using the STEM Reflection Protocol (see Appendix 1), which was
developed by the authors to explore teachers’ conceptions of STEM. This protocol asked
teachers to: 1) draw a model of what they thought STEM integration looked like, 2)
explain their model, and 3) describe any experiences (including those from the
professional development) that helped to shape their model. This protocol was
administered each week during the summer professional development because it was
thought that the intensive, collaborative nature of the professional development along
with explicit reflection about STEM integration would have an impact on the teachers’
conceptions of integrated STEM. The first time the protocol was administered was during
the first week of the professional development the first time the teachers were in their
content breakout groups (Day 2). During the second administration of the protocol in the
second week (Day 7), teachers were asked to reflect upon their first models and redraw
their conceptual models of STEM integration. The final protocol was administered on the
final day of the professional development (Day 11). Between each of the protocol
administrations, previous models were returned to the participants for use in the
professional development, including time for personal reflection and as a tool to help
guide team curriculum writing. In each administration of the protocol, teachers were
explicitly told that there was no one correct answer.
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3.4.6. Data Analysis Approach and Process
The STEM integration models were analyzed using a combination of the visual
data analysis approach outlined by Cohen, Manion, and Morrison (2011) and inductive
coding techniques outlined by Corbin and Strauss (2015). Cohen et al. (2011) suggest
that the tools of grounded theory, such as inductive coding, can be used in analyzing
images. In this study, we utilized open coding, axial coding (relating conceptually similar
codes to a code that embraces them all), selective coding (looking at relationships
between axial codes), categorizing, constant comparative analysis, and the generation of
core categories (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). Throughout the analysis, participant-written
descriptions of the models were used as secondary data sources to help categorize the
models and help mitigate researcher bias and subjectivity. Four total rounds of coding
were conducted by the authors. Each round of coding consisted of individual analysis of
the data by each of the authors followed by a group discussion of potential codes. In the
first round of coding, two of the authors used a combination of deductive and inductive
coding to openly code the first set of data and to generate a list of seven provisional codes
for the STEM models (Miles & Huberman, 1994). These codes arose from the authors’
understanding of the models of integration described by Fogarty (1991), Davison et al.
(1997), and Bybee (2013), as well as an initial scan of the first data set. We then met and
discussed to consensus seven initial codes and wrote operational definitions each.
Examples of the first-round codes include: integrated disciplines and science as context.
In the second round of coding, all four authors coded the STEM models in all
three data sets using these seven provisional codes to assess initial consistency between
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coders. During the second-round discussion, we came to consensus about which codes
were consistent, the relevance of each code, possible revisions to the codes, and
appropriate assignment of code(s) for each model. After discussing these codes, four new
codes emerged raising the total number of codes to 11. These four codes included:
engineering as context, STEM plus, teamwork, and communication.
We then engaged in a third round of coding using all three data sets and the
expanded list of eleven codes to again assess consistency between coders. The discussion
during this third round led us to sharpen the definition of several codes (1, 5, and 6) and
identify three of the codes (9, 10, and 11) as supporting codes. These supporting codes
were differentiated from the eight major codes because they were often paired with other
codes and tended to provide support and enrichment to the nature of the major models.
For example, we found that teamwork and communication were often paired with
engineering as context. We then conducted one final pass through the three sets of data
using this new list of eight major and three supporting codes to determine final codes for
all of the models.
Throughout the analysis process, the authors explored the codes via constantcomparative analysis methods (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). It was through constant
comparison of the models to one another and the codes that they were categorized. When
a model was found to be ill-fitting, new and emergent categories were developed to
incorporate and accommodate the data in a good fit (Cohen et al., 2011). The research
team examined any models that were coded differently and came to consensus through
discussion. Because there were multiple coders and the nature of the data was nominal,
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inter-rater reliability was calculated using Fleiss’ kappa (Fleiss, 1971) and determined to
be sufficient (k=.593).
Once coding had been completed, differences between the teachers’ initial models
of STEM integration and their final models were compared to understand how these
models did or did not change over time. This was done by using frequency counts of
codes for each iteration. Additionally, these changes were compared to the content of the
professional development to assess potential influences on any and all changes that
occurred.
3.5. Findings
The model coding process described above led to a total of eight major models of
STEM integration with three distinct support codes (Table 3.3). These models represent
the variety of conceptions of STEM that teachers held at some point in the professional
development.
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Table 3.3
Coded STEM Models
Code #

Code Name

Code Definition

1*

Integrated Disciplines

Teachers tended to use models that had components that
represented the confluence of science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics teaching (for example: Venn diagrams)

2*

Science as Context

Teachers represented STEM education as teaching scientific
concepts using technology, engineering, and mathematics as
appropriate

3*

Engineering Design
Process as Context

Teachers tended to describe the use of the iterative process of
engineering design as the process by which students learn science
and mathematics concepts using technology

4*

Science and Engineering
Design Process as Context

Teachers placed an equal emphasis on teaching scientific
concepts and the engineering design process using technology
and mathematical concepts when appropriate

5*

Real-World ProblemSolving as Context

Teachers tended to envision integrated STEM education as
focusing on making the science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics concepts as relevant as possible for the students

6*

Science, Technology,
Engineering and
Mathematics as Separate
Disciplines

Teachers followed a model with each of the disciplines siloed,
perhaps indicating some overlap between the disciplines in terms
of “support,” but not integrating the disciplines

7*

STEM as an Acronym

Teachers recognized STEM as simply science, technology,
engineering and mathematics

8

Engineering as Context

Teachers represented STEM education with an emphasis on
engineering using science, technology and mathematics as
appropriate

9**

STEM Plus (STEM +)

Teachers included other disciplines in their model (language,
literacy, etc.)

10**

Teamwork

Teachers represented STEM as developing students’ abilities to
contribute as a team member

11**

Communication

Teachers represented STEM as developing students’ abilities to
effectively relay understandings to others

Note. Numbers followed by * indicate initial, provisional codes. Numbers followed by ** indicate
supporting codes.

By examining the three iterations of models, it was clear that teachers’ integrated
STEM conceptions shifted during their participation in the professional development.
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This was not unexpected as our guiding theoretical framework suggests. Table 3.4
displays the code frequency for the models depicted by participants by iteration.
Following this table is an in-depth description of findings from each iteration as well as
general shifts between iterations.
Table 3.4
STEM Model Distributions
Code #
1
2
3
4

6

Model Name
Integrated Disciplines
Science as Context
Engineering Design Process as Context
Science and Engineering Design
Process as Context
Real-World Problem-Solving as
Context
STEM as Separate Disciplines

7
8

STEM as an Acronym
Engineering as Context

5

9*
STEM Plus (STEM +)
10*
Teamwork
11*
Communication
Note. Numbers followed by * indicate supporting codes

Iteration 1
2
4
5
4

Iteration 2
13
2
4
0

Iteration 3
10
1
4
0

3

1

5

1

2

1

5
4

4
5

2
9

4
3
0

8
8
5

12
11
11

3.5.1. First Iteration of the STEM Reflection Protocol
During Iteration 1, teachers represented integrated STEM education using a
variety of models that included all eight major codes. These models were evenly
distributed across the codes with STEM as separate disciplines being the least
represented (n=2) and engineering design process as context and STEM as an acronym
being the most frequently represented (n=5). This indicated that the teachers entered the
professional development with a large variation in their conceptual models of integrated
STEM education, reflective of their prior knowledge. This is not surprising given that 20
of the teachers were new to the project and only 13 had participated in the project before.
In many of the models that were coded as engineering design process as context in this
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first iteration, teachers lacked the appropriate vocabulary to effectively communicate
their thoughts both within the model and their description. For example, Figure 3.2
highlights one teacher’s attempt to draw and describe their conception of integrated
STEM education in Iteration 1. This model suggests that the teacher attempted to
replicate the iterative engineering design process of define, learn, plan, try, test, decide
that was introduced in the professional development the day before this particular model
was created, but was unable to recall the process in its entirety. We found that across all
three iterations of the STEM Integration Protocol, this first set of models was the most
difficult to code because the models were simple and lacked specific detail.
“The disciplines (S.T.E.M., art, music,
social studies, etc.) are like beads on a
string. The idea is that some beads are
bigger at certain places on the
necklace. It may or may not have a
predictable pattern, but the overall
beauty and interdependence is the
obvious result.”

Figure 3.2. An example of one teacher’s model from STEM Reflection Protocol iteration
1 along with their description of the model. This model was coded as engineering design
process as context.
3.5.2. Second Iteration of the STEM Reflection Protocol
In the second iteration of the STEM Integration Protocol, the distribution of
models across the codes was less uniform than they had been in the first iteration. None
of the models in this round were coded as science and engineering design process as
context, and the number of models coded as integrated disciplines increased from two
instances in the first iteration to 13 instances (Table 3.4). The number of supporting codes
tripled between Iteration 1 (n=7) and Iteration 2 (n=21), indicating that the teachers’
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conceptions of integrated STEM education became more detailed and comprehensive
between the two iterations. For example, Figure 3.3 represents STEM as integrated
disciplines supported by the STEM plus code.
“I usually put an engineering
project/prompt/opportunity in after
teaching and students being proficient
then I introduce a problem and the
project. Then we plan solutions to the
problem and pick one to do and work on
it and try it and answer questions so I
can elicit what they learned to assess
along with notebook work.”

Figure 3.3. One teacher’s model from STEM Protocol Iteration 2 along with their
description of the model. This model was coded integrated disciplines supported by the
STEM plus code.
The overall change in the teachers’ conceptual models between Iteration 1 and
Iteration 2 may have been in response to two large group sessions that took place in the
interim. These large group sessions included discussions of Moore et al.’s (2014a)
framework for STEM integration and Moore et al.’s (2014b) quality K-12 engineering
framework that were used to guide curriculum writing and best practices in structuring
teams and teamwork for cooperative learning in a classroom as framed by Smith (2005).
It is likely that the sharing of these frameworks led to the increase of models of
integrated disciplines and use of the teamwork and communication support codes.
3.5.3. Third Iteration of the STEM Reflection Protocol
Teachers’ models in the third administration of the STEM Integration Protocol
were noticeably more complex; the visuals were easier to understand because they
contained detail that was not previously seen in Iterations 1 and 2. For example, the
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model depicted in Figure 3.4 is detailed and clear in what is being represented by the
various parts of the model.

“STEM incorporates all aspects Science,
technology, math, and literature are all
needed to ride the engineering train..”

Figure 3.4. An example of one teacher’s model from STEM Protocol Iteration 3 along
with their description. This model was coded engineering as context supported by the
STEM plus code.
At this point in the professional development, the focus had shifted primarily to
curriculum development, which meant teachers were working in their small teams for
extended periods of time to write an integrated STEM curriculum module. It is possible
that once the teachers moved to putting their knowledge into practice in the form of
curriculum writing, this forced them to more fully construct conceptions of integrated
STEM. As suggested by Hodson & Hodson (1998) and Vygotsky (1978), the
collaboration required in this process is also likely responsible for the deepening and
refinement of those conceptions.
3.5.4. General Shifts in Teacher Conceptions of Integrated STEM Education
Overall, there were noticeable shifts in the STEM model distribution from
Iteration 1 to Iteration 3 (Table 3.4). Throughout the iterations, only three individuals’
models were coded the same for each iteration. An additional seven teachers had models
whose major codes remained the same, but were modified through the addition of support
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codes, meaning that a total of 30 teachers altered their models in some way over the
course of the professional development. As one might expect, some of these models
increased in frequency while others decreased simultaneously.
3.5.4.1. Increased Representations
One of the most noticeable shifts in the models was the increase in the number of
teachers who represented STEM as integrated disciplines (from n=2 to n=13) and
engineering as context (from n=4 to n=9). This was potentially due to the introduction of
the STEM integration (Moore et al., 2014a) and K-12 quality engineering education
(Moore et al., 2014b) frameworks used in the professional development and its heavy
emphasis on engineering, as well as the teachers’ exposure to integrated STEM activities.
The number of teachers modeling STEM using real-world problem-solving as context
also increased from three to five instances, likely due to the emphasis on writing curricula
that uses an engaging and motivating context (Moore et al., 2014a). Examples of these
shifts in models are described below.
Figure 3.5, while only one teacher’s progression, represents a common shift
towards conceptions of STEM as an integrated endeavor. This individual started with a
model (3.5-a) that embodied engineering as context, noted by the emphasis placed on
engineering with a box. The second model produced (3.5-b) was coded the same, but
with the addition of teamwork and communication support codes. The third model, (3.5c) shows a shift to integrated disciplines, maintaining the support codes. This model
features arrows depicting the content areas of science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics merging to form STEM. Included in this teacher’s model of STEM are the
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ideas of communication and teamwork as well as other contextual components such as
data analysis, measurement, the process of design (labelled as POD), and evidence based
reasoning; these were all notably part of the large group work in the professional
development. It is evident that, as the teacher participated in the professional
development, their models became more complex, as evidenced by the addition of the
support codes and the transition from prioritizing engineering to having no priority with
each STEM discipline.

a.
b.
c.
Figure 3.5. This figure represents one teachers’ progression to integrated disciplines
from Iteration 1 to Iteration 3 of the STEM Reflection Protocol. 3.5-a Engineering as
context. 3.5-b Engineering as context. 3.5-c Integrated disciplines.
Figure 3.6 also shows a common shift in conceptions to engineering as context.
This individual started with a model (3.6-a) that was coded separate disciplines. This
model indicates that on different days of class (represented as #1, #2, and #3), science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics all appear, but isolated from one another. The
second and third models (3.6-b and 3.6-c) were coded engineering as context. Figures
3.6-b and 3.6-c show the content areas of science, technology and mathematics all being
learned through the use of engineering thinking. This teacher moved to a
conceptualization of STEM in which engineering thinking guided the learning of
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mathematics and science with technology acting as the place of overlap. As with the
models in Figure 3.5, it is evident from that this teacher’s models became clearer through
the three iterations of the STEM Reflection Protocol.

a.
b.
c.
Figure 3.6. This figure represents one teachers’ progression, from Iteration 1 to Iteration
3 of the STEM Reflection Protocol, to engineering as context. 3.6-a Separate disciplines.
3.6-b Engineering as context. 3.6-c Engineering as context.
Figure 3.7 represents the third common shift in conceptions to real-world
problem-solving as context. Additionally, this is an example of one of the three teachers
who did not change their conception of STEM through any of the iterations - all three of
this teacher’s models were coded real-world problem-solving as context. Figure 3.7-c
shows STEM acting as a bridge between school and the real world. It is likely that this
shift in teacher conceptions, and the adherence of this particular teacher to their initial
conception, was due to the emphasis on creating real-world situations that require
problem-solving in the STEM integration and K-12 quality engineering education
frameworks that guided the professional development (Moore et al., 2014a; Moore et al.,
2014b).
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a.

b.

c.

Figure 3.7. This figure represents one teachers’ series of models, from Iteration 1 to
Iteration 3 of the STEM Reflection Protocol. All three models were coded real-world
problem-solving as context.
3.5.4.2. Decreased Representations
While the three aforementioned conceptions increased over the three weeks of
professional development, there was an overall decrease in the number of teachers who
modeled STEM using science as context, engineering design process as context, science
and engineering design process as context, and STEM as an acronym. Examples of each
of these models can be found in Figure 3.8. There was no overall change in the number of
teachers who described STEM as separate disciplines (n=1) from Iteration 1 to Iteration
3.
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a.

b.

c.

d.

Figure 3.8. This figure represents the four models that decreased in number from
Iteration 1 to Iteration 3, submitted by four different participants. 3.8-a Science as
context. 3.8-b Engineering design process as context. 3.8-c Science and engineering
design process as context. 3.8-d STEM as an acronym.
Figure 3.8-a shows arrows connecting the four content areas of science
technology, engineering, and mathematics with science taking precedence over the
others. The legend in the upper-right corner suggests the arrows represent teamwork,
therefore this model was coded science as context supported by teamwork. Figure 3.8-b
shows a problem being input into a wheel-like diagram that shows an iterative process of
plan, try, test, revise. This model was coded as engineering design process as context
because the model appears to represent a process much like that used in engineering
design. There were several instances, like the one represented in Figure 3.8-c, where the
teachers did not provide diagrams on their STEM Reflection Protocol, instead choosing
to explain their model in words only. Because this description explicitly states that
“science concepts” should be incorporated into a “design process”, this model was coded
as science and engineering design process as context. Figure 3.8-d is representative of
the models that were coded STEM as an acronym because neither the model nor the
description attempted to describe anything more than an acronym. Again, these were the
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models that decreased in frequency from Iteration 1 to Iteration 3 of the STEM Reflection
Protocol.
3.5.4.3. Patterns in Model Shifts
When seeking to identify why certain models gained popularity or were less
favored over time, a few patterns emerged. In an attempt to understand why integrated
disciplines and engineering as context increased over time, we found several patterns.
Four out of six teachers who had used engineering design process as context or science
and engineering design process as context in their first iteration had changed their
models to engineering as context by the third iteration (Table 3.4). This is likely due to a
developed understanding that engineering is more than just the engineering design
process, which was explicit in the professional development. The other two of these six
teachers created integrated disciplines models by the third iteration (Figure 3.9).

a.
b.
c.
Figure 3.9. This figure represents one teacher’s progression through the iterations of the
STEM Protocol from science and engineering design process as context (3.9-a) to
integrated disciplines (3.9-b and 3.9-c).
In comparison, three of the four teachers who, in their first iteration, described
STEM using science as context, changed their model to integrated disciplines by
Iteration 3 (Figure 3.10). This may be rooted in the fact that these were science teachers
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who, coming into the professional development, prioritized science in their teaching. It
appeared that the most “stable” models, (those that when once used by a teacher were
used again), tended to be integrated disciplines and engineering as context (Table 3.4).
However, as Figure 3.5 indicates, there were occasions when teachers shifted from
engineering as context to integrated disciplines, which may indicate some hierarchy of
these models. This suggests that teachers incorporated knowledge learned in the
professional development into their own model.

a.

b.

c.

Figure 3.10. This figure represents one teacher’s progression through the iterations of the
STEM Protocol from science as context (10-a) to integrated disciplines (10-b and 10-c).
One of the most obvious changes was an increase in the number of supporting
codes the teachers used in their models from Iteration 1 to Iteration 3 (Table 3.4). In the
first iteration, a total of seven supporting codes were used by the teachers and by the third
iteration, this had increased to 34. One of these supporting codes, communication, was
not used at all in the first iteration, but it was used 11 times in the third iteration. The
other two supporting codes, STEM plus and teamwork, also increased substantially from
4 to 12 and 3 to 11, respectively. This can be seen in Figure 3.5-a(i, ii, iii) where the
teacher’s model in the first iteration did not have any supporting codes while both
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subsequent models were supported by both the teamwork and communication codes. This
seems to indicate that, as the teachers progressed through the professional development,
their models became more sophisticated and included elements highlighted in the
professional development, most notably the STEM integration framework.
3.6. Discussion
The inservice science teachers in this study conceptualized integrated STEM
education using a variety of models at the outset of the professional development
program as they all began with different sets of prior knowledge. This supports previous
research indicating that a variety of models of STEM integration exist (Breiner et al.,
2012; Brown et al., 2011; Bybee, 2013; English, 2016; Herschbach, 2011; Johnson,
2012). The teachers’ initial models were relatively evenly distributed across a set of eight
major model codes: integrated disciplines; science as context; engineering design
process as context; science and engineering design process as context; real-world
problem-solving as context; science, technology, engineering, and mathematics as
separate disciplines; STEM as an acronym; and engineering as context. Many of the
teachers’ models in the first iteration of the STEM Reflection Protocol were somewhat
indiscriminate in their specific representations of integrated STEM education and lacked
articulate descriptions. This is likely due to a lack of knowledge of engineering and how
to integrate between STEM fields, but also because this was likely the first time they had
been asked to create a model that represented their understanding of STEM. Even
teachers who had participated in this project previously shared simple models.
Additionally, the number of supporting codes (STEM plus, teamwork, and
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communication) assigned to these models was low, indicating a simple, less complex
conception of integrated STEM education. The science teachers who participated in the
professional development generally entered with conceptions of integrated STEM
education that were ambiguous and relatively undeveloped, likely due to the teachers’
reported lack of exposure to experiences similar to the one this professional development
offered. This finding is in agreement with the idea that there is a lack of common goals,
classroom models, and classroom implementation methods related to integrated STEM
education, which makes conceptualizing integrated STEM education difficult for teachers
(Breiner et al., 2012; Bybee, 2013; Venville et al., 1999).
Over the course of the professional development, the teachers’ models coalesced
around seemingly more comprehensive models and simplistic models were jettisoned
(e.g., STEM as an acronym). In particular, the number of teachers who conceptualized
integrated STEM education as integrated disciplines or engineering as context increased.
Additionally, these two models were the most “stable” models (models that once
conceptualized by a teacher were used again) of the eight conceptual models. This
indicates that the frameworks used in the professional development (Moore et al., 2014a;
Moore et al., 2014b), as well as the activities completed, impacted the teachers’
conceptions of integrated STEM, a finding that would be expected for a high-quality
professional development (Garet et al., 2001; Supovitz & Turner, 2000). Additionally, the
increase in the number of the teamwork and communication supporting codes used in the
teachers’ models over the course of the professional development indicates the teachers
recognized the benefits of incorporating these 21st Century engineering skills (Bellanca
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& Brandt, 2010; Moore et al., 2014b) in the classroom. Future studies will be conducted
to explore the lasting impact of the professional development on the teachers’ conceptual
models and the impact of these models on classroom practice.
Interestingly, several of the teachers (n=3) who initially conceptualized STEM
education using science as context had shifted their model to integrated disciplines by the
end of the professional development. The initial desire to prioritize science in their
models reflects their position as science teachers, and it aligns with research indicating
that integrating disciplines can be difficult for teachers who have limited experience in
more than one content area (Ejiwale, 2013; Sanders, 2009). The shift from science as
context to integrated disciplines suggests that teachers who came to the professional
development with a strong tendency to focus their STEM integrated curricula on science
concepts left the professional development desiring to expand the focus of their curricula
to the other disciplines in STEM, and in some cases beyond STEM (as indicated by the
increase in the number of STEM plus codes). Many of the teachers (n=5) who initially
conceptualized STEM education using engineering design process as context or science
and engineering design process as context had shifted their model to engineering as
context by the end of the professional development. This suggests that teachers who came
into the professional development with a conceptual model that incorporated engineering
as a central component of integrated STEM education maintained and refined that idea
through the end of the professional development.
A final observation in this study is that, through the three administrations of the
STEM Reflection Protocol, teachers’ models became more discriminate and complex, as
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shown in Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.10. This indicates that, while it was not explicitly a major
focus of the professional development, aspects of the experience caused the teachers to
think deeply about their conceptions of integrated STEM education. While participating
teachers may have learned about integrated STEM education previously, this professional
development explicitly asked teachers to reflect on their own conceptions, share them
with others, and consider them in discussions and curriculum writing. According to social
constructivist theory, individuals develop more comprehensive and advanced conceptual
constructs when working collaboratively with others (Vygotsky, 1978). The results of
this study suggest that the reflective, collaborative nature of the professional development
had an impact on the teachers’ conceptions.
3.7. Limitations
One of the limitations of this study is the fact that the STEM Reflection Protocols
were not collected on the first day of the professional development, thus a true “baseline”
for the teachers conceptions was not collected. It could be that, in the large group session
occurring before the first iteration of the STEM Protocol, ideas were presented and
conversations held that might have influenced the first conceptual models drawn by the
teachers on Day 2 of the professional development. However, it is also possible that
without some knowledge of STEM, teachers would not have been equipped to even
attempt to create a model.
It should also be noted that the teachers’ use of the word “technology” in their
models was vague - it is not entirely clear what the teachers meant when they referenced
technology. This is in alignment with findings indicating that both defining and
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integrating technology in STEM education can be problematic (Herschbach, 2011; Rinke,
Gladstone-Brown, Kinlaw, & Cappiello, 2016). This also points to the fact that the
models in this study were interpreted by the authors with only the teachers’ brief, written
descriptions to assist in this interpretation. Further exploration of the meaning of the
models through interviews with the teachers is forthcoming.
Finally, due to the exploratory nature of this study (used to determine what
models of STEM integration K-12 science teachers hold) we did not examine whether or
not differences existed between grade level, gender, teacher experience in the project, or
specific science discipline. Further study should be conducted to determine whether such
differences exist.
3.8. Implications
This work sheds light on the importance of helping K-12 science teachers reflect
on their conceptions of integrated STEM education while collaboratively considering
models. These conceptions reflect what has previously been reported in the literature –
that there are various models of STEM integration practitioners hold as part of their
teaching belief system (Bybee, 2013; Davison et al., 1995). This is important to grasp
before implementing integrated STEM curricula into one’s classroom, as one must come
to terms with one’s understanding before attempting to enact integrated STEM education.
More importantly, it is imperative for facilitators of professional development related to
integrated STEM to recognize that these various models exist and to understand the
importance of allowing teachers time to reflect upon their own conceptions of integrated
STEM education both individually and with others. Otherwise, the goals of the
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professional development will not be met, but instead be in conflict with teachers’
understanding and beliefs of what it means to integrate content (Moore et al., 2014a).
There is no one-size-fits-all for K-12 educators when it comes to an integrated STEM
model (Bybee, 2013), and this work suggests that opportunities which encourage deep
reflection of one’s conceptual models and communication with others are important for
developing these conceptions from simple models to more complex models. Much like
Luft (2001), who suggested that professional development can impact beliefs, this work
suggests that professional development can have a strong impact on teachers’
conceptions of integrated STEM education. To that end, it is important for facilitators to
be wary of what messages they send to their teacher participants as the nation moves
towards a model of education that encourages and supports an integrated model of STEM
education.
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Chapter 4: Understanding Conceptual Effects: How Teachers’
Conceptions of STEM Education are Reflected in Curriculum Writing
4.1. Overview
The findings of the study described in Chapter 3 suggest that teachers hold
varying conceptual models of integrated STEM education and that these conceptions can
be influenced by professional development experiences. This study, contextualized
within the same professional development and curriculum development experiences
described in Chapter 3, expands upon the previous study through the use of Photo
Elicitation Interviews (PEIs) to help better understand the conceptual models presented in
the first study from the perspective of inservice science teachers. In addition to exploring
what components of STEM education K-12 science teachers find fundamental to
integrating STEM in the classroom, this study explores how these conceptions influence
the teachers’ development of integrated STEM curricula. The independent study is found
in its entirety below.
4.2. Rationale
The purpose of this study is to investigate the conceptions of integrated STEM
education held by inservice science teachers through the use of Photo Elicitation
Interviews (PEIs) and to examine how, if at all, those conceptions are reflected in
teacher-created integrated STEM curricula. While policymakers and educators are aware
of the importance of improving K-12 STEM education through teacher preparation
programs, professional development opportunities, and curricular resources, there
remains debate about the nature of integrated STEM models (Bybee, 2013; Ring, Dare,
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Crotty, & Roehrig, in review; Roehrig, Moore, Wang, & Park, 2012;). Thus,
understanding the conceptions teachers hold regarding integrated STEM education is an
important first step in implementing reforms that call for increased integrated STEM
education in K-12 schools. In particular, it is imperative that K-12 science teachers across
the United States develop an understanding of what integrated STEM education could
look like in the classroom as reform documents suggest that integrated STEM is most
likely to be implemented in science classrooms (National Academy of Sciences, National
Academy of Engineering, and Institute of Medicine of the National Academies [The
National Academies], 2007; NGSS Lead States, 2013). Without knowledge of beliefs and
understandings related to integrated STEM education, the probability that it will be used
in a teacher’s classroom, or more specifically used effectively in a teacher’s classroom, is
small (Roehrig et al., 2012). This study addresses the following questions: (1) What are
the important characteristics of integrated STEM education according to K-12 science
teachers as identified through their self-described conceptions of STEM?; and (2) How, if
at all, do integrated STEM curricula developed by teams of teachers reflect the teachers’
conceptions of STEM?
4.3. Literature Review
4.3.1. Integrated STEM Education
The benefits of integrated curricula have been well studied. Furner and Kumar
(2007) suggest that using an integrated curriculum provides students with a highly
relevant, less fragmented, and more stimulating learning experience than traditional
disciplinary curricular approaches. Studies have shown that integration allows students to
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determine when to apply their knowledge and encourages them to examine relationships
between multiple concepts resulting in more robust understandings of those concepts
(Froyd & Ohland, 2005; Stein, Carnine & Dixon, 1998). Other benefits to integrated
curricula are that they are more student-centered (Czerniak, Weber, Sandmann, & Ahern,
1999), increase student retention (Crosling, Heagney, & Thomas, 2009), and improve
students’ problem-solving skills (Smith & Karr-Kidwell, 2000). This research shows that
integrating content is an important aspect to consider when facilitating student learning in
the classroom.
Bybee (2013) has detailed nine commonly accepted models conceptualizing the
integration of STEM disciplines. These models have varying degrees of integration,
including STEM as a synonym for a single discipline (e.g. science) and STEM as
representing the overlap and intersection of science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics. Other definitions of integrated STEM education offer broader definitions
than the models offered by Bybee (2013). Breiner, Harkness, Johnson, and Kohler (2012)
define the practice of STEM integration as the shift from traditional lecture-based
classrooms to the implementation of pedagogy that involves more inquiry and problembased learning approaches. Moore et al. (2014a) define integrated STEM education as,
“an effort by educators to have students participate in engineering design as a means to
develop technologies that require meaningful learning and application of mathematics
and/or science” (p. 38). This definition of integrated STEM education emphasizes the
integration of engineering into science and mathematics classes. Though not explicitly
mentioned, all of these models are appropriate to apply to curriculum design.
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Clearly, there exists a variety of definitions and models of integrated STEM
education. Bybee (2013) suggests that while it is not important that one model be chosen
as the exemplar or one-size-fits-all definition, it is important that teachers, administrators,
school districts, and policy-making agencies consider their own conceptions of integrated
STEM to better operate as advocates for STEM at the local level. Teachers are then faced
with the difficult task of determining what integrated STEM education means for them at
a personal and practical level.
4.3.2. Teacher Conceptions
Research has indicated that teachers’ conceptions of teaching influence their
practice (Gow & Kember, 1993; Trigwell, Prosser, & Waterhouse, 1999). Because
research has shown different approaches to teaching are associated with different
approaches to learning (Gow & Kember, 1993; Trigwell et al., 1999), how a teacher
conceptualizes teaching can have a substantial influence on student learning in the
classroom. This becomes particularly important when considering educational reforms
that require not only a change in instruction, but a change in the way one thinks about
subject matter.
Up until the early 2000s, STEM education was conceptualized simply as the four
separate disciplines of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (Sanders,
2009), similar to Bybee’s (2013) “quartet of separate disciplines” (p. 76). Since that time,
however, STEM education has become more synonymous with integrated STEM
education (Moore et al., 2014a; The National Academies, 2007; Sanders, 2009),
something that more resembles Bybee’s (2013) “complementary overlapping across
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disciplines” (p. 78). This is a major shift that necessitates substantive changes in teachers’
conceptualizations of STEM (Asgar, Ellington, Rice, Johnson, & Prime, 2012). This is of
high importance as teachers are less likely to alter their pedagogy or make fundamental
changes to the nature of their instruction if their conceptions of teaching do not change
(Kember & Kwan, 2000). Thus, as teachers are being asked to implement integrated
STEM curricula in their classrooms, it is important to understand how teachers are
conceptualizing integrated STEM education in order to best support them in this task.
4.3.3. Curriculum
Though educational theorists have debated how to best define the term curriculum
(Jung & Pinar, 2015; Kliebard, 1989; Portelli, 1987), the commonly used definition
adopted here is a plan for learning as proposed by Taba (1962). This general definition
allows for modifications to be made by educational professionals based upon their
context (van den Aker, 2004). Curricula can also be divided into three forms: (a) intended
– the visions and intentions of a written curriculum; (b) implemented – curriculum as
interpreted and taught by its users; and (c) attained – the learning experiences and
outcomes of the learners (van den Aker, 2004). This definition and these three forms of
curricula are useful when considering curriculum analysis.
Curriculum development is a critical component of teachers’ responsibilities
(Clandinin & Connelly, 1992). Deciding what content should be taught (curriculum
design), how it should be taught (curriculum construction), and when it should be taught
(curriculum mapping) are all crucial decisions that must be made when developing new
curricula (Remillard, 1999). Research has shown that how a teacher conceptualizes these
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aspects of curricula influences how they write curriculum and implement it (Brown,
2003; Cheung, 2000; van Driel, Bulte, & Verloop, 2008). However, research concerning
how teachers’ conceptions of integrated STEM education are reflected in their
development of integrated STEM curricula has not been conducted. Our previous work
(Ring et al., in review) explored inservice science teacher conceptions of integrated
STEM through the analysis of teacher-created representations, or conceptual models, of
integrated STEM education and identified eight distinct models. The present study
extends this work to more fully understand those conceptions and identify key
characteristics of STEM integration that may influence teachers’ curricular decisions
While multiple conceptualizations of what curriculum development looks like in
integrated STEM education have been proposed in the literature (Daugherty, 2006), the
framework for K-12 integrated STEM education used in the professional development
that contextualizes this study defines integrated STEM as having six key elements
(Moore et al., 2014a). These six elements, outlined below, helped to guide the teachers in
this study as they developed their curricula. Our prior work has shown that professional
development can impact science teachers’ conceptions of integrated STEM (Ring et al.,
in review), but how those conceptions translate into curriculum writing guided by the
aforementioned framework has not yet been explored. The purpose of this study, then, is
to explore how teachers conceptualize important characteristics of STEM and how, if at
all, those conceptions influence their curriculum writing.
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4.4. Methods
4.4.1. Context
In the summer of 2015, forty-five K-12 science teachers participated in a 3-week
professional development as part of a large, 5-year NSF project that involves partners
from higher education and K-12 schools. The data collected for this study was part of the
third year, where 21 of the participating teachers had participated for one or more years.
This project was designed to promote K-12 integrated STEM education using both a
STEM integration framework (Moore et al., 2014a) and a framework for quality K-12
engineering education (Moore et al., 2014b). The project’s guiding paradigm of STEM
integration involves the merging of STEM disciplines in order to: 1) deepen student
understanding of STEM disciplines, 2) broaden student understanding through exposure
to socio-culturally relevant STEM contexts, and 3) increase interest in STEM disciplines
(Moore, 2008).
As part of the project, K-12 teachers created integrated STEM curricula for use in
their classrooms, working in teams of one to three teachers alongside a classroom coach.
The curricula created as part of this project were expected to include the components of
STEM integration as defined by Moore et al. (2014a) which were discussed explicitly
during the professional development: 1) a motivating and engaging context; 2) an
engineering design challenge that explores the engineering design process and
engineering practices; 3) opportunities to learn from failure and to redesign; 4)
mathematics and/or science content as main objectives for the activities; 5) studentcentered pedagogies; and 6) an emphasis on teamwork and communication. The teams of
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teachers elected to focus on one of three science content areas, which aligned to their
instructional responsibilities: physical, life, or earth science. During the summer
professional development, these teams co-wrote drafts of a curriculum unit that they
piloted with summer camp students. Revisions were made to each curricula during the
school year as team members implemented it in their classrooms. Final revisions based
on implementation were made and collected as part of the project’s overall requirements.
4.4.2. Research Design
This work employed a multiple case study design (Yin, 2014) contextualized
within the aforementioned project. A subset of the teachers involved in the larger project
(3 teams of 3 teachers and the curricula they developed) represent the three separate cases
in the study. The teams of teachers were chosen for this study using criterion sampling
(Patton, 2002). These criteria included completeness of the research data, including
individual and team artifacts, as well as representation of each of the three science
content areas.
4.4.3. Data Collection and Sampling
At the beginning of the 2015-2016 school year, all teachers participating in the
NSF project were asked to draw models representing their conception of STEM
integration. In order to deeply understand these conceptions, teachers additionally
participated in individual 30-45 minute, semi-structured photo elicitation interviews
(PEIs) (Lapenta, 2011). In these interviews teachers were asked to: 1) share and describe
their model of integrated STEM; 2) analyze other conceptual models of integrated STEM
based on the work presented in Chapter 3; and 3) share ways in which they would change
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their model, if at all, after seeing other models (Appendix 2). For the work presented
here, analysis of the PEIs was limited to understanding key aspects of the individual’s
own STEM conceptual model.
In order to select a high-quality sample, the first two authors read through the PEI
transcripts to determine level of completeness, quality, and clarity of the interviews.
Interviews that were conducted with entire teams instead of individually, included offscript questions or too much input from the interviewer, missed key questions, or were
too brief in teacher reflection were eliminated from the possible sampling pool. This
process resulted in two teams from physical science and one team each from life and
earth science. One of the physical science teams was selected due to higher quality
interviews, leaving three teams of three teachers as the separate cases (Table 4.1). The
final curricula created by these three teams were then collected as a way to understand
how these teachers’ conceptions were translated into a written curriculum document.
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Table 4.1
Curriculum and Participants in Each Team
Curriculum

Overview

Teacher 1

Teacher 2

Teacher 3

Soccer
Stadium
Elementary
(4th & 5th)
Earth
Science

Students are contracted to help design
an environmentally friendly soccer
stadium using local resources while
learning about renewable and
nonrenewable resources, how they are
processed, and the resultant
environmental impacts.

Josh
Years in PD:
2
Years
Teaching: 1115
K-5 Science
Specialist

Trey
Years in PD:
3
Years
Teaching: 0-5
General (5th
grade)

Kiera
Years in
PD: 2
Years
Teaching:
0-5
PreK-6
Science
Specialist

GMOs
Middle
School (7th)
Life Science

Students are contracted to help design
a barrier that effectively prevents the
cross-pollination of GMO plants with
non-GMO plants in adjoining fields
while learning about the scientific
concepts associated with genetics and
heredity.

Billy
Years in PD:
3
Years
Teaching: 610
6th Grade
Honors
Science

Jean
Years in PD:
1
Years
Teaching: 610
7th Grade
Science

Rick
Years in
PD: 1
Years
Teaching:
0-5
7th Grade
Science

Improving
the
Mechanical
Claw
Elementary
(4th & 5th)
Physical
Science

Students are contracted to design an
electromagnetic arm as a replacement
for typical arcade mechanical claw
games while learning about
electromagnets and magnetism.

Allison
Years in PD:
3
Years
Teaching: 0-5
Grades 4-5
Science
Specialist

Holly
Years in PD:
3
Years
Teaching: 0-5
Grades 4-5
Science
Specialist

Melissa
Years in
PD: 1
Years
Teaching:
0-5
PreK-5
Science
Specialist

4.4.4. Analysis
Qualitative analysis was used to understand important characteristics of integrated
STEM as identified by teachers, develop individual STEM conceptions profiles,
determine the presence of identified characteristics in each curricula, and identify
connections between participants’ conceptions and the characteristics represented in their
curriculum unit. PEI transcripts were analyzed by four researchers using inductive coding
methods originating from grounded theory techniques (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Using
the software Dedoose, one PEI exemplar was openly coded by the researchers to identify
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initial codes and to assure the researchers were calibrated in the way they used codes
(Wasser & Bresler, 1996). After developing an initial set of codes, the researchers coded
the remaining PEI transcripts in teams of two, adding codes as necessary. Discussion
between the researchers helped to refine the codes and constant-comparative methods
(Corbin & Strauss, 2015) were used to collapse the codes into seven categories. These
categories were determined to be characteristics of integrated STEM education and
enabled the researchers to construct STEM conception profiles for the individual teachers
(Miles & Huberman, 1994).
Analysis of the PEI data revealed that teachers tended to conceptualize important
characteristics of STEM education as being: 1) Connecting the disciplines - the ability of
STEM to tie together the disciplines of science, technology, engineering and
mathematics; 2) Science focus - centrality of the science content and the teachers’ jobs in
the classroom; 3) Equality of science and engineering - equal emphasis on science and
engineering in the classroom; 4) Engineering/Engineering Design Process (EDP) as most
important - centrality of engineering and/or use of the engineering design process; 5)
Engineering as context - use of engineering to contextualize student learning of science,
mathematics, and/or technology in the classroom; 6) Mathematics and technology as
tools/supports in STEM - the role of mathematics and educational technology in STEM is
to support classroom pedagogy and student learning; 7) STEM is more than just S-T-E-M
- STEM includes connections to the real world, relevance to students’ lives, and the
development of 21st-Century skills such as problem solving and critical thinking. These
seven categories were used to aid in creating individual STEM conception profiles.
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Frequency counts of these characteristics within the PEI transcript for each
participant were calculated using an average count from the two coders, as the disparity
in counts were not large. Because the participants’ length and depth of discussion varied,
percentages of counts were used to better represent the emphasis each participant placed
on these characteristics in their description of their conception of STEM integration.
These percentages were then translated into levels by binning, using the conversion: 0 =
0, < 10% → 1, < 20% → 2, < 30% → 3, < 40% → 4, and > 40% → 5. These were then
used to create radar charts, visual representations of the teachers’ conceptions that aided
in the development of the STEM conception profiles.
Within case analysis was conducted by comparing the radar charts generated for
each team member in order to determine what characteristics of conceptions overlapped
and which did not. Direct quotes from teachers’ PEIs helped to build an understanding of
the STEM conception profiles. In order to understand how the conceptions of STEM
integration were transferred from an internal conception to a co-written curricular
product, the final curriculum units were deductively coded using the categories
previously identified in the PEIs. Analysis of the curriculum documents, as opposed to
analysis of classroom implementation, was conducted based on the assumption that
curriculum documents more accurately reflect how conceptions of integrated STEM were
moved into practice without confounding factors, such as classroom management,
impacting implementation (van den Aker, 2004). Comparable radar charts were created
for each curriculum unit to visualize the apparent characteristics. The coding was done
per lesson for each of the eight lessons within a curriculum unit. The level of use of each
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characteristic was created in the same fashion as the teacher’s conception, which reflects
the percentage of use throughout the entire unit. The radar chart generated for each
curriculum was then compared to the STEM conception profiles from each participant in
that case to determine areas of overlap.
Finally, cross case analysis was conducted to identify similarities and differences
between the cases to understand common themes. The focus of this analysis was to
determine patterns found across the three cases that might be applicable to other similar
cases. This was done by examining across all teachers, across all curriculum units, and
across each case as a whole.
4.5. Findings
4.5.1. Case 1 - Soccer Stadium
4.5.1.1. Teacher Conceptions
Figure 4.1 displays a visual representation of the conceptions of STEM held by
Josh, Trey, and Keira, each comprised of a unique combination of the seven
characteristics. These images show places of overlap, but also areas in which the three
teachers differ in their overall conception.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.1. Radar charts of the conceptions of STEM held by the three teachers in Case
1.
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Josh, an elementary science specialist, felt that in order for STEM integration to
occur the engineering design process must be the priority and this dominated his overall
conception (Figure 4.1a). Specifically, he mentioned
We start with the problem and then we go through those steps of-we have our
problem, we explore it, meaning we learn about it. We kind of do a little research
on it. Then we start coming up with ideas to solve the problem. Then after that,
we design something off of our idea then we tried it out to make it better and then
we redesigned it. We try to go through that cycle.
Engineering as a whole was emphasized in his conception, contextualizing the science
learning to give purpose. The second most present characteristic was Josh’s view of
STEM as a way to connect to the real world and allow students to develop skills that they
might need in their future careers, saying “I do try to talk to kids about that [careers].
This is what people do. This is jobs. This is something they do constantly all the time.”
Clearly, Josh was concerned about students knowing that STEM was not just for school,
which is represented in Figure 4.1a. Additionally, Josh felt that, “...tech is like a tool that
helps you research,” and described the use of mathematics as, “what you’re using here,”
to test a product. This view established the use of mathematics and technology as
supports in STEM, such that they helped find solutions to engineering design challenges,
but were not seen as integral pieces for students to learn.
Trey, the only non-science specialist, recognized the need for a focus on science
content during science time, but also saw the need to balance science and engineering,
remarking, “So, I want to teach them [science and engineering] both...kind of together,
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side by side...however you look at it” (Figure 4.1b). The most important thing to Trey in
bringing STEM to his classroom was the emphasis on developing skills through a 4Cs
(creativity, critical thinking, communication, and collaboration) model. Making sure
there were connections between the four disciplines was important to him, though he
struggled with math in particular, often considering it more of a tool than a large
component of STEM integration, stating “There’s definitely standards in [the
curriculum]...some math, recording data, and graphing data” (Figure 4.1b).
Kiera was very aware of her limited use of technology and mathematics in her
conception and implementation of STEM, finding herself prioritizing engineering and the
engineering design process (Figure 4.1c).
I would think, well, what would be an interesting [engineering] design challenge.
Then, after kind of deciding that, I go back to what’s the actual science content,
where can I put in math? Technology is always just kind of the mystery piece.
In this, she saw STEM as a way to contextualize students’ learning of science using an
engineering design challenge, which required the engineering design process. She
specifically called out technology as a “mystery piece,” but it is clear that mathematics
was a low priority as well. She recognized that the real world aspect was a positive way
to develop students’ skills, but that it offered a somewhat false sense of what the realworld is like, making the comment, “Kids are not ready for the real world, that’s why
they’re in school.”
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4.5.1.2. Curriculum
Soccer Stadium asked students to design an environmentally friendly soccer
stadium using local resources while learning about renewable and nonrenewable
resources, how they are processed, and the resultant environmental impacts (Table 4.2).
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Table 4.2
Soccer Stadium Lesson Summaries and Codes
Lesson

Summary

Codes

Lesson 1

Students analyze a letter from a client to understand the EDC and
its accompanying criteria and constraints. They create a class
concept map and brainstorm the parts of a stadium and the
resources required to build it.

Engineering as Context
Engineering/EDP as Most Important
STEM is more than S-T-E-M

Lesson 2

Students gather background information about renewable and
nonrenewable materials found in the local region through
discussion about the differences, through a station rotation to
research different aspects of wood, concrete, and steel as
common building materials, and through comparison of the
strength of wood, concrete and steel samples..

Engineering as Context
Science Focus
Engineering/EDP as Most Important
Math/Technology used as
tools/supports in STEM
STEM is more than S-T-E-M

Lesson 3

Students examine how forests, sand and gravel, and iron ore are
processed into a usable form, supplementing their knowledge
with video clips about processing wood, cement, and steel.
Students also consider environmental impacts and the
relationship between human activity and earth materials.

Science Focus
Math/Technology used as
tools/supports in STEM

Lesson 4

Students use background information from Lessons 2 and 3 to
make a choice regarding the materials they want to use for the
stadium’s roof, floor, and structure.

Engineering/EDP as Most Important
Math/Technology used as
tools/supports in STEM
STEM is more than S-T-E-M

Lesson 5

Students work in groups to learn about common renewable
energy resources in the region: sunlight (solar power), wind
(wind power), and water (hydroelectric power). Students
examine how these resources are converted into usable
electricity, supplementing their knowledge with video clips
about the conversion of solar, wind, and hydropower, and
consider the environmental impacts of resource processing.
Students create a class Energy Resource Matrix

Science Focus
Math/Technology used as
tools/supports in STEM
STEM is more than S-T-E-M

Lesson 6

Students test and compare voltage output of three different
models of renewable power generators (a solar panel, a
windmill, and a water wheel). Students collect and analyze data
that will help inform their decision for the energy source in their
stadium design.

Engineering as Context
STEM is more than S-T-E-M

Lesson 7

Students use maps of the region to determine the general
availability of the renewable energy sources at three potential
stadium sites. They compare seasonal and annual average
availability using data tables. Finally, they use evidence-based
reasoning to justify their choice for a stadium location and
energy source.

Equality of Science and Engineering
STEM is more than S-T-E-M

Lesson 8

Students bring together everything they have learned about the
stadium design challenge to make their design proposal
recommendations. They create a product to communicate their
recommendations for building materials, energy sources, and a
site location. They use evidence-based reasoning while
considering the criteria and constraints listed by the client.

Engineering as Context
Engineering/EDP as Most Important
STEM is more than S-T-E-M
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Soccer Stadium included many aspects relating to STEM is More than S-T-E-M,
and beyond this, the curriculum was framed by lessons that focused on engineering and
the engineering design process (Figure 4.2). In particular, there was an emphasis on
STEM as a way to help students understand engineering as a career as well as its role in
society. This curriculum was contextualized by an engineering design challenge (EDC)
that was presented in Lesson 1 and revisited throughout the unit. The unit presented a
distinct and explicit dialogue woven between engineering practices and science concepts.
For example, in the second lesson, students were charged with determining the
differences between renewable and nonrenewable materials found in the region (science)
and required students to use engineering practices to conduct tests which helped
determine each material’s suitability for its use in construction of the stadium
(engineering). It was also evident that mathematics and technology were seen as tools
and supports, as opposed to foci, in this unit. The use of mathematics as a tool could be
seen clearly in the second lesson where students explored the various renewable and
nonrenewable resources using mathematics and technology as analysis tools for the
testing of materials.
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Figure 4.2. Radar chart of the characteristics of STEM found in the curriculum unit,
Soccer Stadium (Case 1).
4.5.1.3. Comparison of Conceptions and Curriculum
In comparing the conceptions of the three authors to the curriculum unit itself, it
is evident that the ideas of Engineering as context, Mathematics and technology as
tools/supports, and STEM is more than just S-T-E-M were transferred from conception to
product. Josh’s and Kiera’s conception of engineering as contextualizing science content
learning and Trey’s idea that science and engineering should be balanced in the unit were
realized in the final curriculum. The presentation of the EDC in the first lesson and its
continual revisitation throughout the unit is evidence of the use of engineering as a way
to situate science learning. While both science and engineering were represented in most
lessons throughout the unit, the connection between the two was only clear in two
lessons, thus the low count of the equality characteristic represented in Figure 4.2.
Additionally, Trey’s and Kiera’s struggles to incorporate mathematics and technology
into the curriculum were evident through the near absence of both disciplines in the unit.
When mathematics and technology were used, they were supports to help students
organize or display data or to make decisions about science content or engineering
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practices. Josh’s and Trey’s beliefs that an important aspect of STEM is helping their
students develop 21st century skills is also evident in Figure 4.2. However, Kiera’s
suggestion that school isn’t always “real world” was also evident in the unit as some of
the decisions students were asked to make in relation to the EDC were not entirely
realistic.
4.5.2. Case 2 - Cross Pollination of GMOs
4.5.2.1. Teacher Conceptions
Figure 4.3 displays a visual representation of the conceptions of STEM held by
Billy, Jean, and Rick.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.3. Radar charts of the conceptions of STEM held by the three teachers in Case
2.
Figure 4.3a shows that Billy was aware that integrated STEM involves making
connections between the four disciplines represented by the acronym STEM, but he
described an emphasis on science because, “...obviously, my job is to teach the content
science standards.” Engineering provided a context for that science learning, balancing
the two content areas such that, “And then the engineering part...is really an awesome
venue to teach the content standards while also helping them [students] develop
engineering skills.” As a teacher who had participated in this project previously, Billy
saw these two fields as supporting one another in his classroom where his students
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experienced high levels of engagement while learning a variety of 21st century skills.
Additionally, he saw mathematics and technology as tools used to support science
learning, stating, “And then the technology tools and the math analysis are sort of the, I
guess, the tools that the kids will have to use to [learn science and engineering concepts
and processes] successfully.” The visual representation of Billy’s conception (Figure
4.3a) clearly represents these priorities of including both engineering and science to
develop 21st century skills, while only considering mathematics and technology as
supports or tools.
Jean acknowledged the importance of making connections between the STEM
disciplines (Figure 4.3b), though she noted that integrating mathematics into her
instruction was challenging and, “...always something we’re kind of working on.” She
prioritized engineering and the engineering design process, explaining her conception of
STEM in the following way:
...within engineering, you have technology, science, and the math within as a
smallest part; but really it just means that, like, it’s connected to all of them, you
know. So it’s just basically kind of...they’re [technology, science, and math] all
embedded within the engineering challenge…
Jean recognized that STEM increased student engagement and provided many
opportunities to learn 21st century skills in real world contexts. She stated, “I just think
engineering is so relevant. There’s jobs out there in engineering that we don’t even know
yet and so to get kids thinking like engineers - that’s an aspect of being a scientist that we
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need to do as much as possible.” Jean’s excitement about the possibilities of engineering
being relevant to students was what drove her conception of STEM.
Rick placed emphasis on the engineering design process (Figure 4.3c) describing
his model as, “There’s still a process embedded into it, so some way that I can
incorporate the science, technology, engineering, math along with this spinning wheel of
the process. The design process.” The “flow” of the process was most important to him as
it provides students with an engaging context in which to learn, which was done through,
“the incorporation of the client.” Rick, who was new to the project, lacked confidence in
his understanding of STEM, often clarifying that he was still learning, which he
attributed to, “being in the very young stages of understanding a true integrated STEM
model.” He was optimistic about the opportunities to help students make connections to
the real world using engineering as a context for their science learning, which was seen as
supporting the engineering design process.
4.5.2.2. Curriculum
Cross-Pollination of GMOs asked students to design a barrier that effectively
prevented the cross-pollination of GMO plants with non-GMO plants in adjoining fields
while learning about the scientific concepts associated with genetics and heredity (Table
4.3).
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Table 4.3
Cross Pollination of GMOs Lesson Summaries and Codes
Lesson

Summary

Codes

Lesson 1

Students read a client letter asking them to prevent cross
pollination of Genetically Modified Organism (GMO) and nonGMO crops in farmers’ fields. Students learn the basics of
GMO’s and discuss their relevance in large and small groups.
Students read about, discuss, and reflect on the ethics of GMOs.

Engineering as Context
Engineering/EDP as Most
Important
Science Focus
STEM is more than S-T-E-M

Lesson 2

Students review cells and the location of genetic material in the
nucleus with a group modeling activity. Students complete a
DNA extraction lab using strawberries. Students build a DNA
model by using origami. Finally, students learn about DNA
structure (base pairing) and function through direct instruction.

Science Focus
Math/Technology used as
tools/supports in STEM
STEM is more than S-T-E-M

Lesson 3

Students learn about and discuss genes, alleles, and traits.
Students also explore heritable traits by comparing their own
traits to those of their parents and their peers.

Science Focus

Lesson 4

Students learn about reproduction and the processes by which
living things inherit genetic material. Students explore
inheritance, asexual and sexual reproduction, and plant
fertilization through pollination in a stations activity.

Science Focus

Lesson 5

Students review reproduction and DNA inheritance. Students
learn about heredity and the probability of inheritance using
Punnett Squares.

Science Focus

Lesson 6

Students learn about genetic engineering and model genetic
splicing and restriction enzymes using a paper plasmid, scissors,
and tape. Students complete a pGLO gene splicing lab to
reinforce the methods by which genes can be spliced to create a
GMO with a trait that was not previously present.

Science Focus

Lesson 7

Students practice word problems associated with determining
appropriate scale factors in various scenarios. Students look at a
model of the fields being used in the EDC, measure the length
and width of the GMO field and the non GMO field in the model
and determine the area. Students determine the overall scale
factor used for the model based on average field size.

Engineering as Context
Math/Technology used as
tools/supports in STEM

Lesson 8

Students review the EDC, including the client’s criteria and
constraints. In teams, students design a scaled prototype of their
cross-contamination prevention strategy using the data from their
research. Students test, redesign, and retest their prototypes.
Students create a presentation of their prototype for their client
which includes justification in the contexts of genetics
technologies, heredity, and GMOs.

Engineering as Context
Engineering/EDP as Most
Important
STEM is more than S-T-E-M
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The Cross-Pollination of GMOs unit clearly presented engineering as the context
in which to learn science content, the primary focus of the majority of the lessons (Figure
4.4). Students were presented with an EDC in the first lesson through a letter from their
client and addressed the challenge in the final lesson. However, the bulk of the lessons
between the first and final lesson focused on science content. The only connection to
engineering during these days was in the form of a closure activity in which students
were asked to reflect upon how the science content in the lesson related to the client
problem. Engineering was mostly used as a way to frame the need for the learning of the
science concepts, but the EDC was not necessarily directly connected to the science
content, thus the lack of Connecting the Disciplines and Equality of Science and
Engineering in Figure 4. During this unit, mathematics was only used meaningfully
twice. In lesson five, mathematics was used to calculate the probability that an offspring
would inherit parental traits, and in the final two lessons scaling was used to help
determine the size and cost of the students’ prototypes. In this way, mathematics was
seen as a tool for helping students analyze science concepts and/or make decisions related
to the EDC. Technology was rarely used by students in the unit, but it was suggested in
the curriculum unit as an aide to support the teacher in various classroom pedagogies for example, as a way to gain access to videos and images related to DNA and heredity.
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Figure 4.4. Radar chart of the characteristics of STEM found in the curriculum unit
Cross-Pollination of GMOs (Case 2).
4.5.2.3. Comparison of Conceptions and Curriculum
In considering the overlap of the teachers’ conceptions of STEM with the
curriculum, Engineering as context, Science focus, and Mathematics and Technology as
tools/supports in STEM were the conceptions most fully reflected in the curriculum,
which notably does not include all teammates’ conceptions. For instance, both Billy and
Jean recognized the importance of using multiple disciplines, and Rick placed an
emphasis on design process. Neither of these characteristics were apparent in the
curriculum. The client letter introduced at the beginning of the unit was presented in such
a way that it provided the students with “a context within which to learn the content
standards for genetics,” a nod toward Billy’s conception that STEM utilizes engineering
as a context for science content learning. This was also supported by the bookending of
the unit by an EDC that was introduced in lesson one and completed in the final lesson.
The obvious emphasis of the unit on science content supports Billy’s conception that
STEM units in science classrooms should focus primarily on science content. The
curriculum lacked evidence of mathematics and technology, reflecting the conceptions of
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STEM held by the three teachers. This can be seen in the loose connection of both
disciplines to the science focus of the written curriculum. Additionally, while all three
teachers felt that STEM was More Than S-T-E-M, this conception was minimally present
within the curriculum.
4.5.3. Case 3 - Mechanical Claw
4.5.3.1. Teacher Conceptions
Figure 4.5 displays a visual representation of the conceptions of STEM held by
Allison, Holly, and Melissa, which show various areas of overlap and similarities.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.5. Radar charts of the conceptions of STEM held by the three teachers in Case
3.
Figure 4.5a shows the obvious emphasis that Allison placed on the requirement of
STEM to connect the four disciplines in some way, shape, or form, including an
engineering design challenge. She described, “...the different areas of STEM are all
connected to each other and they kind of create this bigger picture of what STEM is. So,
you can’t have STEM without them.” She recognized the limitations of the classroom and
that math in particular was challenging to incorporate into her conception and her
teaching. Allison stated, “You have science and engineering standards together...and then
math, kind of, if you can get it in, it goes in.” Allison also felt that STEM had many other
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connections for students, such as developing real world and 21st century skills, which
was overall good for their development as the future workforce stating, “I like that STEM
does incorporate real world problem-solving, and working in groups, and
communicating. That helps students practice real world skills that they’re going to need
once they leave school even if it’s not a standard.” Figure 4.5a reflects the strong
emphasis on the connection between the disciplines in order for students to learn these
types of skills.
Holly noted that originally she believed that STEM should focus on the science
content more than anything else saying, “I am the science teacher, not anything else, so
sometimes getting that math incorporated [is difficult].” She stated that she had moved
away from this conception, to focus on the connections between the four disciplines
(Figure 4.5b), describing her current conception as
In the center of [STEM], you have an engaging context and in order to reach the
engaging context you have to move between math, science, technology and the
engineering design process interchangeably and all these pieces are supposed to
be roughly about the same size because each one holds the same amount of
importance in order to achieve the overall STEM.
Despite this vision, she recognized her struggle to integrate math and technology into her
STEM instruction, “I’m focusing on ways to incorporate math as well as the technology,”
but overall saw STEM as good for students because of their heightened engagement in
instructional activities. As can be seen in Figure 4.5b, Holly’s conception of STEM
placed a strong emphasis on connecting the disciplines of science, technology,
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engineering, and mathematics using mathematics and technology as tools to support the
learning of science and engineering.
Melissa described her conception of STEM as needing the connection of all four
disciplines and the inclusion of an engineering design challenge (Figure 4.5c). Though
she admitted she struggled to incorporate math and technology, she saw these as
important, stating, “I don’t think, I mean, you can’t have - in my opinion - engineering
without science and math.” There was an obvious tension between her desire to
incorporate these aspects and confidence in her ability to do so. She believed that STEM
was more than just a buzzword that required, “redesign, creativity, failing, and
teamwork...because I think you need all of those.” Melissa’s conception embraced the
idea that while STEM required the clear connection and seamless transition between the
disciplines, it was more than learning content.
4.5.3.2. Curriculum
Improving the Mechanical Claw asked students to design an electromagnetic arm
as a replacement for typical arcade mechanical claw games while learning about
electromagnets and magnetism (Table 4.4).
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Table 4.4
Improving the Mechanical Claw Lesson Summaries and Codes
Lesson

Summary

Codes

Lesson 1

Students are introduced to the EDC through analysis of a client
letter. Students work with their groups to create group norms that
will be used throughout the unit.

Engineering as Context
Engineering/EDP as Most
Important
STEM is more than S-T-E-M

Lesson 2

Students are given a premade electromagnet to use during
structured play time. While exploring the electromagnet,
students are asked to think about the different ways you can
change it (number of batteries, number of coils, gauge of the
wire, type of battery etc.). Students make a class list of these
variables and vote to determine which variable will be tested in
the next lesson.

Engineering as context
Science focus
STEM is more than S-T-E-M

Lesson 3

Students discuss what constitutes a fair experiment, what tools
are needed to collect or analyze data, and how the data should be
organized. In groups, students test the previously selected
variable (number of coils in the electromagnet) and graph their
data. Groups develop claims supported by evidence to
summarize the findings of their experiment.

Connecting the disciplines
STEM is more than S-T-E-M

Lesson 4

Students review the list of variables from Lesson 2 and decide on
another variable to test. In groups, students build an
electromagnet then test it three times, collecting their data in a
data table and then graphing it using Plot.ly. Using Skitch,
students annotate their graph showing (1) what they tested and
(2) what conclusions they can draw from that data. Students
present their data to the class.

Connecting the disciplines
STEM is more than S-T-E-M

Lesson 5

Students create a plan for their electromagnet design. They
design their electromagnet and test it to see how many washers it
can pick up. Students use their data to justify their design
decisions and learn about other groups’ designs in a Gallery
Walk.

Equality of science and engineering
Math/Technology used as
tools/supports in STEM
STEM is more than S-T-E-M

Lesson 6

Students are introduced to the client’s need to determine which
materials would work best to be used with the toys that will be
found inside the electromagnet arm machine. Students determine
which materials are magnetic, first using a permanent magnet
and then using their electromagnet.

Engineering as context
Science focus
Math/Technology used as
tools/supports in STEM
STEM is more than S-T-E-M

Lesson 7

Students redesign their electromagnet to make it work best with
the material they chose (during the previous lesson) for the toy
prizes in the game. Students create a video presentation for the
client, justifying their designs and any changes they made to it.

Connecting the disciplines
STEM is more than S-T-E-M

Lesson 8

Students review electromagnetics, variables, data tables, and
graphs and take a post-test on Electricity, Magnetism,
Electromagnets, Variables, and basic Engineering Design
Processes.

Connecting the disciplines
MT used as tools/supports in STEM
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As can be seen in Figure 4.6, connecting the disciplines was emphasized in the
Improving the Mechanical Claw unit. Engineering and science were explicitly
interwoven to create a fine balance between the EDC and the science concepts learned in
this unit. Additionally, technology was consistently incorporated via various apps to
allow students to further their understanding of the science content and show what they
learned. Mathematics was often paired with technology via digital graphing tools and was
used during decision making and reporting required of the students. One example of this
emphasis on the connections of the four disciplines of STEM was found in lesson four. In
this lesson students conducted experiments to explore how different variables affect
electromagnetic strength (science). During their experiment, students were required to
use mathematics to analyze and interpret data (mathematics). Students were then given a
client memo asking students to report their data back to the client (engineering) by “appsmashing” a graphing app called Plot.ly and an annotation app called Skitch
(technology). Throughout the unit, high priority was placed on teamwork,
communication, and reasoning, and the real-world context of the unit was strategically
designed to engage students.
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Figure 4.6. Radar chart of the characteristics of STEM found in the curriculum unit,
Mechanical claw (Case 3).
4.5.3.3. Comparison of Conceptions and Curriculum
In comparing the three authors’ conceptions of STEM to the Improving the
Mechanical Claw curriculum, it is evident that the ideas of Connecting the disciplines
and STEM is more than just S-T-E-M were mobilized from conception to product by this
team. All three of the teachers had described that all four disciplines of STEM should be
emphasized in STEM curricula, so it is not surprising that their curricular unit reflected
just that. What is surprising is that all three teachers had expressed their concern in
making explicit connections to mathematics and technology, but their curriculum made
extensive use of both of these areas. These were often used in concert with one another in
addition to connections with science and engineering. This was evident in the obvious
attention that was paid to weaving the four disciplines together in three of the lessons in
the unit.
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4.5.4. Cross-Case Analysis
Cross-case analysis revealed several patterns present across the cases. These
included patterns across the teachers’ conceptions and across the curriculum units, as
well as and general patterns of translation of the teachers’ conceptions into the curricula.
4.5.4.1. Viability of Multiple Conceptions of STEM
Teachers recognized that their own conception of STEM was influenced by their
teaching assignment and appeared to feel that others might have alternative conceptions
that were equally valuable. For example, Kiera was aware that STEM might vary in form
or definition depending on one’s teaching assignment (e.g., science versus mathematics)
or the age of their students. Allison was also aware that STEM integration might change
based on teaching assignment, understanding that a science teacher would likely
prioritize science content over engineering. Holly also noted that her conception had
changed over the course of several years. These teachers understood that various factors
could impact one’s conception of STEM. In looking across the curricula, the viability of
multiple conceptions of STEM is inherent in that the three curricula look different from
one another (Figure 4.7). While each curriculum was developed as an integrated STEM
unit, the characteristics highlighted in each unit are different.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.7. Radar charts of the three curriculum units found in Cases 1-3.
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(c)

4.5.4.2. Tensions with Technology and Mathematics
Analysis of the PEIs revealed that technology and mathematics were often viewed
as supports or tools to help students understand science concepts or make decisions about
engineering design challenges. It was evident that teachers found it less important to
teach new mathematics content or utilize technology meaningfully in their STEM units
than it was to use these disciplines as aids in supporting learning of science and/or
engineering content. However, teachers recognized the importance of using mathematics
and technology and, as in the case of Melissa, attributed their discomfort with teaching
mathematics as contributing to their hesitancy in teaching new mathematics content.
Similarly, technology was not often used innovatively in the curricula, but as a way to
replace direct instruction and introduce science content, most often through video clips.
The exception of this occurred when teachers strongly believed in the necessity for
explicit connection between the disciplines (Case 3). This particular conception of
STEM, held by all three team members in Case 3, appears to have led to a curriculum
that fully embraced all four disciplines of STEM despite the teachers’ shared discomfort
in incorporating mathematics and technology.
4.5.4.3. Relationships Between Characteristics of STEM
Analysis of both the PEIs and curricular units showed overlap between the seven
characteristics of STEM. STEM is more than just S-T-E-M tended to occupy a very
prominent position in teachers’ conceptions of STEM. This idea was often highlighted
when teachers considered the impacts of STEM on student learning in their classrooms
and their motivation for teaching STEM in the first place. For example, Josh, Jean, and
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Allison felt that teaching STEM was an excellent way to prepare students for the
workforce by teaching them 21st century skills. Rick and Kiera felt STEM was a way to
engage students through the use of real-world contexts. In the three curricula, applying
the content of the unit to real-life situations and extending the learning to contexts outside
the school day was emphasized. For example, in Cases 1 and 3, students were frequently
asked to reflect on how the content of the lessons they were learning applied to the realworld problem presented in the EDC. Though this idea was presented less cohesively in
Case 2, it was still a large part of the introductory and final lessons of the unit.
STEM is more than just S-T-E-M appeared to be compatible with each of the other
six characteristics of STEM identified in the teachers’ conceptions; however, it frequently
overshadowed other characteristics (e.g., Science focus) because it was seen as
supplemental to content instruction (skills versus content) and as just good teaching.
Because of the significant presence of STEM is more than just S-T-E-M and its unique
relationship with the other six characteristics, radar charts were created for each of the
curricula without the inclusion of STEM is more than just S-T-E-M to better understand
the units’ content (Figure 4.8). These radar charts indicated that each unit emphasized
Engineering as context and Engineering/EDP as most important. This was not surprising
as the summer professional development emphasized the integration of engineering and
the engineering design process in curricula heavily.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.8. Radar charts of the three curriculum units found in Cases 1-3 without STEM
is more than just S-T-E-M.
Teachers who identified science as being most important to them because their
primary job was that of science teacher (Science focus) often utilized engineering or the
engineering design process as a way to contextualize the learning of science content in
their classrooms (Engineering as context and Engineering/EDP as most important). This
can be seen in both Billy and Josh’s conceptions of STEM. Billy, whose view of STEM
was highly science focused, felt that using engineering as a context was a good way to
engage his students in the learning of science content. Similarly, Josh felt that science
content could be most authentically incorporated in his classroom through his use of the
EDP. It was also evident that connecting the disciplines tended to be acknowledged as an
ideal way of implementing STEM; however, this conception also lent itself to teachers
recognizing that, as science teachers, a science focus was more likely to be used in their
classrooms because of their discomfort with teaching mathematics or incorporating
appropriate technology.
It was evident that the units all presented a science focus, which was not
surprising given that the intention was for these units to be used in science classrooms
(Figure 4.7). Though the science focus in the Cross-Pollination of GMOs (Case 2) was
more apparent than the other two units, it was still present to a high degree in both Soccer
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Stadium (Case 1) and Improving the Mechanical Claw (Case 3). As mentioned above,
there is also evidence that the three units used engineering as a way to contextualize the
science content. For example, in all three units, a client letter explaining what the
engineering design challenge for the unit would be was presented at the beginning of the
unit. At minimum, this letter was revisited at the end of the unit (Case 2) and in other
units was revisited frequently in the unit’s lessons reminding students of their tasks (Case
1 and Case 3). This also provided evidence that the requirements of the PD (i.e. the
inclusion of a client letter) impacted the teachers’ writing of the curricula.
In looking across the three cases, generally, the characteristics identified as
important to STEM in the conceptions of the teams of three teachers were aligned to the
characteristics present in their curriculum units; this was likely due to the fact that the
individual team members had similar general conceptions due to their shared experiences
in the summer professional development. However, some conceptions of individual team
members were better aligned than others. For instance, Alison, Holly, and Melissa (Case
3) shared the dominant conception that STEM required the explicit connection between
the STEM disciplines; their curriculum exemplified this extremely well. Individual
conceptions of STEM held by the teachers in Case 1 and in Case 2 were similar, but less
aligned than the conceptions of the teachers in Case 3. This may have resulted in
curricula that emphasized the connection between the disciplines less (Figure 4.7). In
Case 1, there was some tension between the teachers’ conceptions regarding the
discipline that should be most emphasized in the unit - engineering or science. This
resulted in a unit that tended to emphasize both disciplines, but occasionally the explicit
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connection between science and engineering was missing within the lessons. In Case 2,
Rick emphasized the engineering design process, while both Billy and Jean noted the
importance of making connections between disciplines. However, the final curriculum
unit appears to best represent Billy’s conception of STEM compared to either Jean’s or
Rick’s, as the unit is highly focused on science content, contextualized by an EDC as
opposed to focusing on the centrality of engineering or the engineering design process.
4.6. Discussion and Limitations
Seven characteristics were recognized as being important components of STEM
education to these teachers: 1) Connecting the disciplines; 2) Science focus; 3) Equality
of science and engineering; 4) Engineering/Engineering Design Process (EDP) as most
important; 5) Engineering as context; 6) Mathematics and technology as tools/supports
in STEM; and 7) STEM is more than just S-T-E-M. In addition to these seven
characteristics, several of the teachers suggested in PEIs that there are limitations to
integrating STEM in the classroom. These limitations were defined as time (both to plan
and the amount of time to implement) and money. Because these limitations are not
unique to STEM integration and tend to be limitations for all teachers, this was not
reflected in the seven components of STEM listed above. However, this is an area of
STEM integration that lends itself to further research, especially as research is conducted
on how integrated STEM curricula are implemented in the classroom.
Each team of teachers in this study held unique and complex understandings of
integrated STEM and these conceptions were reflected in the curricula they developed.
Individually, the teachers tended to have conceptions driven by one (or more) of the
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seven characteristics above. These primary characteristics guided the overall conceptions
of the individuals. This resulted in the teams needing to negotiate conceptions if
differences between conceptions existed. This negotiation resulted in curricula that were
amalgamations of the teachers’ individual conceptions. The less aligned the teams of
teachers’ conceptions were (Case 1 and Case 2), the less the teachers’ individual
conceptions were represented of their individual voices in the curriculum. Even small
misalignments led to less integrated units according to the STEM integration framework
used in the professional development (Moore et al., 2014a).
In addition to the teachers’ conceptions, there was evidence of the influence of the
professional development in the written curricula as well. This is in alignment with
findings in all three of the units as an engineering design challenge (EDC) was presented
at the beginning of the unit in the form of a client letter and typically completed in the
last lesson. This reflects the professional development’s guiding STEM integration
framework which emphasized the use of an engineering design challenge to provide a
motivating and engaging context (Moore et al., 2014a). Additionally, the curricular units
emphasized the process of design and the ideas of teamwork and communication - ideas
central to the professional development’s quality K-12 engineering education framework
(Moore et al., 2014b). The small groups during the professional development (e.g.,
physical science, earth science, life science) may also have impacted the teachers’
conceptions as there was some variation in the time spent emphasizing different
components of and pedagogies related to integrating STEM in the classroom.
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Several other factors may have impacted not only the individual teachers’
conceptions, but their curricula. The first is the amount of experience the teachers had in
the professional development. For example, in Case 2 it is possible that Billy’s
experience in the project (3 years) intimidated Jean (1 year) and Rick (1 year) such that
they defaulted to him in the curriculum writing process, causing the curriculum to better
reflect Billy’s conception of STEM. This may reflect a certain level of confidence that
teachers about their own conception of STEM. The second factor is that the science
content area the curricula were written for caused differences in the teams’ abilities to
integrate all four disciplines of STEM in the curricula. While physical science seemed to
lend itself well to the incorporation of an engineering design challenge and the
integration of STEM (Case 3), earth science (Case 1) and life science (Case 2) seemed to
be more challenging in this regard. A larger study looking at more curricula from these
disciplines would be necessary to understand this more fully, but others have made the
case that physical science lends itself better to the inclusion of engineering (Moore et al.,
2014b; Guzey, Moore, & Harwell, 2016; Wang, Moore, Roehrig, & Park, 2011).
4.7. Implications
In a constant effort to improve science and integrated STEM education this work
will help administrators, teacher educators, and educational researchers understand the
needs of K-12 teachers who are expected to teach some degree of integrated STEM
education. This study expands and elaborates upon previous work (Ring et al., in review)
to better understand the complexity of teacher conceptions of STEM integration and how
they are represented in integrated STEM curricula. Our findings suggest that different
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conceptual models of integrated STEM held by teachers lead to different ways of
creating, developing, and writing integrated STEM curriculum. While the process of
developing the curricula was not examined in this study, our findings indicate that teacher
conceptions of STEM play a significant role in what they decide to include and
emphasize in units they create. This supports the body of literature that suggests how
teachers’ conceptualize content, as well as how and when content should be taught,
influences curriculum development (Brown, 2003; Cheung, 2000, van Driel et al., 2008).
This is important to understand when administrators and state level evaluators think about
what integrated STEM curricula look like.
One of the key pieces to this study was the fact that, as part of the grant-funded
project all teacher participants were expected to have certain components in their
curricula. How those components are emphasized, though, is how the teachers were able
to actualize their conceptions of integrated STEM education, working as a team to do so.
If teachers are expected to work in teams, similar to those described here, there must be
an understanding by all that integrated STEM may not mean the same thing from person
to person. Negotiations of personal conceptions must take place before being able to talk
coherently with others about their conceptions. The ability to negotiate these conceptions
appeared to play a role in the overall design and representation of STEM within the teamcreated units, which may additionally play a role in the quality of the units. While these
findings do not necessarily translate directly to classroom practice, they do indicate that
the way teachers conceptualize integrated STEM is evident in their curriculum
development. Further study is needed as to how these conceptions are enacted in the
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classroom, as it is possible that the individual conceptions may be more apparent in
individual practice compared to a co-written curriculum.
Additionally, it is possible that the eight conceptions identified in Chapter 3 and
the seven characteristics of STEM identified in this paper may exist on a continuum from conceptions and characteristics of STEM that result in less effective integration of
the STEM disciplines to more effective integration. This may have contributed to the
complexity of teachers’ conceptions of integrated STEM, where certain characteristics
that might seem to contradict one another could actually coexist (e.g., seeing the
importance of mathematics and technology for integration, but only using them as tools
or supports). While there was evidence of this in this study, it was not the focus of the
study and further analysis of the data must be conducted to determine the validity of this
claim. If this is the case, it would be important for researchers, administrators, and
practitioners to consider these continua in order to meet the goals of integrating STEM in
K-12 education.
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Chapter 5: Putting Conceptions into Practice: Differences in Teachers’
Practices and Ways in Which Their Conceptual Models of STEM are
Enacted During Implementation of an Integrated STEM Curriculum
Unit
5.1. Overview
The findings of Chapters 3 and 4 indicate that teachers hold varying conceptions
of integrated STEM education and these conceptions are reflected in their integrated
STEM curriculum development. This study, contextualized within the same professional
development, curriculum writing, and implementation experiences described in previous
chapters aims to explore how teachers practices differ during their implementation of an
integrated STEM curriculum unit and how, if at all, teachers enact their conceptual
models of integrated STEM education in the classroom when implementing this unit. The
independent study is found in its entirety below.
5.2. Rationale
Real-world problems cannot generally be solved using knowledge, skills, and
ideas framed solely by one of the isolated disciplines taught in K-12 schools. Rather,
solving 21st Century problems involves the overlap of knowledge, skills, and ideas from
multiple disciplines. Educational reform efforts have responded to this by advocating for
the adoption of integrated curricula (often called multidisciplinary or interdisciplinary
curricula) in public schools as a way to model the real-world, problem-solving skills
students must learn in order to thrive in today’s society (National Research Council
[NRC], 2009). In particular, there has been a push by educational reforms to integrate
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science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) to not only improve student
competencies, but also to help maintain the competitiveness of the United States in the
global workforce (NRC, 2012). While this movement is rapidly growing, there are
challenges to implementing integrated STEM curricula in classrooms. One of these is the
lack of a cohesive understanding of what STEM integration might look like, both at the
conceptual level and in practice (Breiner, Harkness, Johnson, & Kohler, 2012; Brown,
Brown, Reardon, & Merrill, 2011; Bybee, 2013; Johnson, 2012; Ring et all, in review).
This ambiguity exists among education reformists, researchers, administrators, and
teachers alike. Chapters 3 and 4 explored this ambiguity amongst inservice science
teachers, which revealed that they hold one of eight general conceptions of STEM which
further influence the way they write STEM curricula. This study aims to move this line of
research forward by exploring ways in which conceptions of STEM integration held by
inservice science teachers are enacted in their implementation of integrated STEM
curricula in their classrooms.
5.3. Literature Review
5.3.1. Conceptualizing STEM Integration
At its outset, STEM was conceptualized simply as a buzzword for the four
separate disciplines of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (Sanders,
2009). Since then, however, “STEM” has become less of a replacement word for these
separate disciplines and more about ways in which these disciplines are integrated with
one another. Integrating STEM can be approached in many ways (Breiner, et al., 2012;
Brown et al.2011; Bybee, 2013; Johnson, 2012; Ring et al., in review). To this end,
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Bybee (2013) suggests that integrated STEM education can resemble nine different
models - ranging from separate, siloed disciplines (similar to the early conceptualizations
of STEM education) to a transdisciplinary curricula (explicitly connecting the four
disciplines in a single class, curricula or program). Bybee (2013) does not advocate for
these models existing on a continuum from “good” to “bad”; instead, he suggests that
each of these models might be useful in different contexts. Our previous work explored
how practitioners conceptualized integrated STEM, as we recognized that they are often
left out of these types of discussions. We examined ways in which practitioners,
specifically inservice science teachers, conceptualize integrated STEM education and
found eight central models: 1) integrated disciplines; 2) science as context; 3) engineering
as context; 4) engineering design process as context; 5) science and engineering design
process as context; 6) real-world, problem-solving; 7) separate disciplines; and 8) STEM
as an acronym (Ring et al., in review). Similar to Bybee (2013) this study did not
examine these models for quality or classroom utility, but we acknowledge this as an area
of interest and it is thus the focus of this study.
While multiple conceptualizations of integrated STEM exist, new frameworks for
STEM integration (NRC, 2011; 2012) and science content standards (National Governors
Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010;
NGSS Lead States, 2013) have pushed for the integration of engineering content and
design process in science classrooms. The use of engineering as a context in which to
learn science content has been effective in improving student outcomes in science
(Becker & Park, 2011; Wendell & Rogers, 2013) and interest in STEM-related careers
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(Guzey, Moore, Harwell, & Moreno, 2016; Guzey, Moore, & Morse, 2016; Stohlman,
Moore, & Roehrig, 2012). To this end, science teachers have developed engineering
design activities using project-based approaches which require students to use problemsolving skills to solve an engineering challenge (Guzey, Tank, Wang, Roehrig, & Moore,
2014; Wang, Roehrig, Moore, & Park, 2011).
In addition to advocating the integration of engineering in science classrooms,
there is a push to integrate mathematics and technology in science (National Governors
Association Center for Best Practices & Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010;
NGSS Lead States, 2013; NRC, 2011; 2012). However, this has been problematic in
practice (Herschbach, 2011). For example, Lederman and Lederman (2013) suggest that
integrating mathematics into science classrooms is difficult because: 1) science teachers
often possess a limited understanding of mathematics, and 2) the empirical nature of the
two disciplines is inherently different. Czerniak, Haney, Lumpe, and Beck (1999) found
that while teachers recognize the importance of technology integration for student
learning, they also noted insufficient support in implementation. Despite the difficulties
related to integrating mathematics and technology, the movement to increase their
integration in science classrooms shows no sign of abating.
5.3.2. Conception to Enactment
Research has shown that how a teacher conceptualizes teaching, influences their
practice (Gow & Kember, 1993; Trigwell, Prosser, & Waterhouse, 1999). In Chapter 4,
we extended this body of research to suggest that how a teacher conceptualizes integrated
STEM affects how they write integrated STEM curricula. In particular, we found that
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seven characteristics of integrated STEM were important to inservice science teachers,
which were reflected in the written curricula they developed. These seven characteristics
included: 1) Connecting the disciplines; 2) Science focus; 3) Equality of science and
engineering; 4) Engineering/Engineering Design Process (EDP) as most important; 5)
Engineering as context; 6) Mathematics and technology as tools/supports in STEM; and
7) STEM is more than just S-T-E-M. Additionally, teacher conceptions and beliefs can
have an impact on how a curriculum is implemented in a classroom (Burns, 1992;
Cronin-Jones, 1991; Remillard, 2005; Stes, Coertjens, & Petegem, 2010). Though written
curricula can be defined as “a plan for learning” (Taba, 1962), Burns (1992) suggests that
implementation of curricula involves more than just following a discrete set of
sequentially written stages. Burns (1992) indicates that enactment of curricula is,
“grounded in personally evolved theories or sets of beliefs about teaching and learning”
(p. 57). Further, teachers’ beliefs about how students learn, the teachers’ roles in the
classroom, and beliefs about the students in the class influence teachers’ curriculum
implementation (Cronin-Jones, 1991).
Other studies have shown that teacher beliefs about and understandings of
curriculum content, also referred to as content conceptions, can influence how a
curriculum is taught (Lau, 2007; Lloyd & Wilson, 1998; Stodolsky & Grossman, 1995).
In their study of a mathematics teacher, Lloyd and Wilson (1998) found that the teacher’s
comprehensive understanding of mathematical functions contributed to richer classroom
interactions (i.e. conversations that led to deeper understanding) during the
implementation of a unit on functions. In another study, Lloyd (1999) found that how
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teachers conceptualized the cooperation (i.e. student collaboration) and exploration (i.e.
inquiry) elements of a curriculum influenced the way in which the curriculum was
implemented. The ways in which content conceptions influence practice have also been
studied within the context of English, foreign language, science, and social studies (Bell,
Mulvey, & Maeng, 2016; Lau, 2007; Stodolsky & Grossman, 1995). Unfortunately, there
is very little research available that explores how teachers’ beliefs and conceptions of
integrated STEM influence the implementation of integrated STEM curricula (Wang et
al., 2011). With that in mind, this study aims to build off of our previous work to answer
the research questions: 1) How do three teachers’ practices differ in their individual
implementations of an integrated STEM curricula?; and 2) How, if at all, do teachers
enact their conceptual models of integrated STEM education in the classroom when
implementing a STEM curriculum?
5.4. Theoretical Framework
We grounded our research in the understanding that teacher beliefs can affect
classroom practices (i.e. Burns, 1992; Cronin-Jones, 1991; Gow & Kember, 1993;
Haney, Lumpe, Czerniak, & Egan, 2002; Lloyd & Wilson 1998; Remillard, 2005;
Roehrig, Kruse, & Kern, 2007; Stes et al., 2010; Trigwell et al., 1999; Wallace et al.,
2004). Pajares (1992) suggested that beliefs are “the best indicators of the decisions
individuals make throughout their lives” (p. 307) and Wallace et al. (2004) extended this
idea to assert that “teacher actions represent one aspect of teacher’s beliefs and should not
be perceived as a separate entity from the belief system as a whole” (p. 938). A teacher’s
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actions in the classroom, then, reflect their beliefs and examining a teacher’s classroom
practices provides insight into their beliefs.
Additionally, we focused on the idea that how a teacher approaches reforms in
teaching can be impacted by their understanding of the nature of the reform’s content.
The nationwide movement toward implementation of increased integrated STEM
education is one such reform (NRC, 2010; 2012). Rogan (2007) proposed that improving
science education through reforms (e.g. STEM education) generally requires the
implementation of new or novel curricula and curriculum implementation often acts as
innovation and change in science education. Implementation of a new curriculum is not
an all-or-nothing proposition (Rogan, 2007) and can be influenced by a teacher’s beliefs
(Czerniak et al., 1999; Haney et al., 2002). Rogan and Aldous (2005) assert that
identifying and examining a teacher’s “profile of implementation” can aid in determining
the extent to which the ideals of the curriculum are being put into practice. With this as
our basis, we assert that in this study the decisions the teachers make in the
implementation of their curricula reflect their beliefs about and conceptualizations of
integrated STEM education.
Finally, the NGSS Science and Engineering Practices [NGSS SEP] (NGSS Lead
States, 2013) have been adopted in 18 states and the District of Columbia and they
represent an answer to the National Research Council’s (2012) call to integrate
engineering into science classrooms. However, it has been suggested that the way in
which engineering is approached in the NGSS is not representative of engineering
practices as they should be conceptualized (Cunningham & Carlsen, 2014; Moore et al.,
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2014b). Cunningham and Carlson (2014) claimed though specific differences in language
are identified in two of the eight practices, much of the language in these practices are
science oriented and crucial engineering language and intentions are missing. For
example, in science, models are used for the purposes of analysis and prediction and in
engineering they are used to test and evaluate; however, this distinction is not made in the
NGSS SEP (Cunningham & Carlsen, 2014). To address this, Moore et al. (2014b)
developed a Framework for Quality K-12 Engineering Education which identifies nine
key indicators for quality engineering education that expand further than engineering
design processes to include the application of science, engineering, and mathematics;
engineering thinking; conceptions of engineers and engineering; engineering tools;
issues, solutions, and impacts; ethics; teamwork; and communication related to
engineering (Table 5.1). Therefore, to more discerningly identify the engineering
practices used by teachers in this study, we used both the NGSS Science and Engineering
Practices (NGSS Lead States, 2013) and the Framework for Quality K-12 Engineering
Education (Moore et al., 2014b) in our analysis of the data.
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Table 5.1
Framework for Quality K-12 Engineering Education
Framework for Quality K-12 Engineering Education
(Moore et al., 2014b)
Key Indicators
Description
Process of Design (POD)
Engineering design process
Problem and background (POD-PB)

Plan and implementation (POD-PI)

Test and evaluate (POD-TE)

Apply science, engineering, and mathematics (SEM)
Engineering thinking (EThink)

Conceptions of engineers and engineering (CEE)

Engineering tools (Etool)
Issues, solutions, and impacts (ISI)
Ethics

Teamwork

Communication related to engineering (Comm-Engr)
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Identifying an engineering problem in need of a
solution – includes researching the problem,
participating in learning activities to gain
background knowledge, and identifying
constraints
Developing and implementing a plan for a
design solution to an engineering problem –
includes brainstorming, developing multiple
solutions, and evaluating pros and cons of
multiple solutions
Generating a testable hypothesis/question and
designing experiments to evaluate them –
includes data collection and analysis for use in
redesign
Applying mathematics or science in the context
of solving engineering problems
Applying independent, reflective, and
metacognitive thinking to improve solutions and
learn from failure – includes systems thinking,
creativity, optimism, perseverance, and
innovation
Developing an understanding of what engineers
do – includes work driven by client needs,
design under constraints, and learning about
various engineering disciplines
Developing proficiency using techniques, skills,
processes, and tools used in engineering –
excludes the engineering design process (POD)
Understanding the impact of solutions in a
global, economic, environmental, and societal
context
Understanding ethical considerations inherent in
engineering – includes responsibility to natural
and client resources; effects of a design on
public health and safety; governmental
regulations and professional standards; and
integrity
Developing teamwork and interpersonal skills –
includes participating in collaborative groups in
a variety of roles
Developing technical writing skills and ability to
communicate technical ideas in common
language – includes symbolic and pictorial
representations

5.5. Methods
5.5.1. Research Design
An exploratory multiple case study design (Yin, 2004) was adopted for this study.
According to Yin (2004) exploratory case studies are appropriate when: a) the focus of
the research question is to answer “how”; b) the researcher does not have behavioral
control over the participant(s); and c) the study examines a set of contemporary events.
Each of the three teachers of this study represents one case with the phenomenon of study
being each teacher’s practices and enactment of their conceptual model of STEM
integration in the classroom. Once individual cases were analyzed, cross-case analysis
allowed similarities and differences in the enactment of different conceptual models of
integrated STEM education to be determined (Yin, 2004).
5.5.2. Context
In the summer of 2015, forty-five K-12 science teachers participated in a 3-week
summer professional development (PD) as part of a large NSF project spanning 5 years
that was designed to promote K-12 integrated STEM education using both a STEM
integration framework (Moore et al., 2014a) and the aforementioned Framework for
Quality K-12 Engineering Education (Moore et al., 2014b). The STEM integration
framework (Moore et al., 2014a) provided the teachers with six tenets for STEM
integration, including: 1) a motivating and engaging context; 2) an engineering design
challenge [EDC]; 3) opportunity to learn from failure through redesign; 4) inclusion of
math and/or science content, 5) student-centered pedagogies; 6) an emphasis on
teamwork and communication. The PD introduced the use of an engineering design
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challenge as the engaging context in which to frame an integrated STEM unit.
Throughout the PD, teachers engaged in large group sessions that explored ways in which
to integrate engineering and mathematics (primarily as data analysis) into their science
classrooms. The teachers also participated in small group sessions, for which the teachers
chose between science content areas (earth, life, or physical science) that best aligned to
their teaching assignment. These smaller sessions were designed to help the teachers
improve their own science content knowledge as well as encounter and reflect upon
exemplar lessons representing ways in which STEM could be integrated into these
specific content areas. Technology in the professional development was discussed as a
product of the engineering design challenge in addition to its use as an instructional tool.
Additionally, the teachers were supplied with an engineering design process poster to
display in their rooms, which reflected the process of design as identified in the
Framework for Quality K-12 Engineering Education (Moore et al., 2014b) (Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1. The Process of Design Poster provided for each of the teachers during the
professional development.
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As part of the project, the K-12 teachers created integrated STEM curricula using
the six tenets of the STEM integration framework (Moore et al., 2014a) as a guide, and
implemented these units in their classrooms. Throughout this process, teams of 1-3
teachers within their selected content areas worked together with a classroom coach to
create a curriculum unit that would be used by all members of the team. This curriculum
was piloted during a summer camp at a Midwestern University and modified to reflect
any improvements deemed necessary after the pilot. During the 2015-2016 school year,
teachers individually implemented the team-created curricula with the help of their coach
and, following implementation, the teams met to edit and refine the curricula into final
drafts that would be published and made available to interested teachers.
5.5.3. Participants
In Chapter 4, three teams of teachers who created separate curricula were selected
based on the completeness of the data for the teams and their curricular content area. For
this study, the team of 3 elementary teachers who wrote and implemented an integrated
STEM curriculum focused on physical science content was purposively selected from
those groups based on theoretical salience (Maxwell, 2013; Plano Clark, & Creswell,
2009). Since the purpose of this study was to understand how teachers enact their
conceptions of integrated STEM during implementation of a STEM curriculum, the
feasibility of access to the data, the completeness of data collection, and availability of
the team’s coach (for member-checking purposes) were considered in this selection in an
effort to provide the richest data for analysis (Maxwell, 2013).
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5.5.3.1. Allison
Allison taught at Firebird Middle School (Table 5.2) in a large Midwestern city
where she was one of several science specialists in her school. As such, she taught
science to students from multiple homerooms and grade levels. Firebird Middle School
was a one-to-one school and all students had access to an iPad. Allison had less than five
years of teaching experience and she had participated in the NSF project for three years.
Allison’s conception of STEM valued the fact that STEM required a clear connection of
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. Despite this, Allison struggled with
the reality of incorporating mathematics into her instruction, in which she stated, “You
have science and engineering standards together...and then math, kind of, if you can get it
in, it goes in” (Chapter 4, pp. 79). Similarly, technology was difficult for her to define
and discuss in terms of classroom use. According to Allison, STEM should incorporate
21st century skills to assist students in preparing for their future lives as adults and
contributors to society at large, especially in the form of exposing students to what STEM
careers exist.
5.5.3.2. Holly
Holly taught at Journey Elementary School, a one-to-one school in the same
Midwestern school district as Allison (Table 5.2). Holly was the sole science specialist in
her school and, similar to Allison, she taught students from multiple homerooms and
grade levels. Holly had less than five years of teaching experience and she had
participated in the NSF project for three years. Similar to Allison, Holly’s conception of
STEM placed “a strong emphasis on connecting the disciplines of science, technology,
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engineering, and mathematics, using mathematics and technology as tools to support the
learning of science and engineering” (Chapter 4, pp. 80). She explained her vision of
STEM as beneficial to students because integration of STEM not only heightened student
engagement in instructional activities (often through the use of an engineering design
challenge), but also helped to bridge the gap between school and the real-world.
However, Holly also recognized that as a science teacher she was obligated to teach
science content, but it was difficult to find ways in which to meaningfully incorporate
technology and mathematics in her classroom.
5.5.3.3. Melissa
Melissa taught at Paddington Elementary School, a one-to-one school in a suburb
of the same Midwestern city that Allison and Holly taught in (Table 5.2). Like Holly,
Melissa was the sole science specialist in her school and she taught science to multiple
homerooms and grade levels. Like Allison and Holly, she had less than five years of
teaching experience at the time of her involvement in the study; however, this was her
first year in the project. Melissa described her conception of STEM as needing the
connection of all four disciplines and the inclusion of an engineering design challenge.
Though she admitted she struggled to incorporate math and technology, she saw these as
important, stating, “I don’t think, I mean, you can’t have - in my opinion - engineering
without science and math” (Chapter 4, pp. 80). There was an obvious tension between her
desire to incorporate these aspects and confidence in her ability to do so. She believed
that STEM was more than just a buzzword that required, “redesign, creativity, failing,
and teamwork...because I think you need all of those” (Chapter 4, pp. 80) Melissa’s
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conception embraced the idea that while STEM required the clear connection and
seamless transition between the disciplines, it was more than learning content.
Table 5.2
School* and Focus Classroom Information
School

School Information
Setting
Students
of Color

Allison *

Firebird
Middle

Inner-city

87%

% Free &
Reduced
Lunch
81%

Holly

Journey
Elementary

Inner-city

92%

93%

Melissa

Paddington
Elementary

Suburban

28%

20%

Classroom Information
Grade
Class
Focus
Level
Length
Class
Size
5th
50 min.
29
(16 girls,
13 boys)
5th
50 min.
26
(14 girls,
12 boys)
5th
60 min.
19
(11 girls,
8 boys)

*All school names and teacher names are pseudonyms.

5.5.4. Curricular Context
Data collection for this study took place during the 2015-2016 school year as the
teachers implemented their team-created, integrated STEM unit, Improving the
Mechanical Claw (Table 5.3). This curriculum focused on mathematical and scientific
concepts related to electromagnets and magnetism through the incorporation of an
engineering design challenge (EDC) for a 5th grade class and, as indicated in Chapter 4,
it was a conceptually well-integrated curriculum. At the outset of the unit, students were
introduced to electromagnets and the client, Galactic Games, who had contracted students
to design a new electromagnetic arm for their version of a mechanical claw game. A
“client letter” written to the students from Galactic Games introduced the engineering
design challenge and the context for the unit. According to Galactic Games, claw games
had recently been exposed as being rigged and unfair, so the company wanted students to
design and create a model of a new arm attachment for the game, using an electromagnet
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as opposed to a traditional mechanical claw. Additionally, students were asked to provide
the client with suggestions for materials to use in the creation of the games’ toys to best
meet specific criteria laid out by the client. Finally, students were asked to create a
presentation, including their designs and evidence-based reasoning, to pitch their design
to their client. Student-created designs in the unit were evaluated using conceptual,
physical, and mathematical models to determine the extent to which the solutions met the
design criteria. The unit included eight lessons and took approximately 3 weeks to
complete (Table 5.3). It should be noted that Lesson 8 was not used for the purposes of
this study as it was simply a summative assessment day and teacher-student and studentstudent interaction was minimal.
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Table 5.3
Improving the Mechanical Claw Lesson Summaries and Codes
Lesson

Summary

Lesson 1 Students are introduced to the EDC through analysis of a client letter. Students work with
their groups to create group norms that will be used throughout the unit.
Lesson 2 Students are given a premade electromagnet to use during structured play time. While
exploring the electromagnet, students are asked to think about the different ways you can
change it (number of batteries, number of coils, gauge of the wire, type of battery etc.).
Students make a class list of these variables and vote to determine which variable will be
tested in the next lesson.
Lesson 3 Students discuss what constitutes a fair experiment, what tools are needed to collect or
analyze data, and how the data should be organized. In groups, students test the previously
selected variable (number of coils in the electromagnet) and graph their data. Groups develop
claims supported by evidence to summarize the findings of their experiment.
Lesson 4 Students review the list of variables from Lesson 2 and decide on another variable to test. In
groups, students build an electromagnet then test it three times, collecting their data in a data
table and then graphing it using Plot.ly. Using Skitch, students annotate their graph showing
(1) what they tested and (2) what conclusions they can draw from that data. Students present
their data to the class.
Lesson 5 Students create a plan for their electromagnet design. They design their electromagnet and
test it to see how many washers it can pick up. Students use their data to justify their design
decisions and learn about other groups’ designs in a Gallery Walk.
Lesson 6 Students are introduced to the client’s need to determine which materials would work best to
be used with the toys that will be found inside the electromagnet arm machine. Students
determine which materials are magnetic, first using a permanent magnet and then using their
electromagnet.
Lesson 7 Students redesign their electromagnet to make it work best with the material they chose
(during the previous lesson) for the toy prizes in the game. Students create a video
presentation for the client, justifying their designs and any changes they made to it.
Lesson 8 Students review electromagnetics, variables, data tables, and graphs and take a post-test on
Electricity, Magnetism, Electromagnets, Variables, and basic Engineering Design Processes.
* This lesson was not analyzed in this study.

5.5.5. Data Collection
The data for this study consisted of two primary data sources (classroom
observation videos and post interviews), as well as several secondary sources (field notes
and author-created memos). These are described in detail below.
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5.5.5.1. Classroom Observations
During the 2015-2016 school year, participants implemented their team-created,
integrated STEM curriculum in their own classrooms. For each day of the unit’s
implementation, the teachers were observed by their coach who took detailed field notes
and collected video-taped recordings (implementation videos) of both whole-class and
small-group instruction; memos were created by authors as a result of watching these
recordings. Allison and Melissa’s implementation of the Improving the Mechanical Claw
unit took 12 days while Holly’s implementation was 14 days long. Due to a technical
error, no recording or field notes were obtained for one day of Allison’s implementation
(second day of Lesson 4).
5.5.5.2. Post-implementation Interviews
A semi-structured interview was conducted with each teacher following their
implementation and final editing of the curricula in the spring of 2016. In this postinterview, teachers were asked to: 1) share and describe their conceptual models of
integrated STEM; 2) describe ways in which their model of STEM integration was
reflected in their teaching and in the team-created curricula; and 3) specifically describe
the role of each of the four disciplines of science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics in their teaching in general (Appendix 3). For the work presented here,
analysis of the post-interviews was limited to understanding key aspects of each
individual’s STEM conceptual model and how that model was reflected in their teaching.
In the post interviews, we specifically looked at responses to the following questions:
How is your model of STEM integration reflected in your teaching?; and In what ways
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does [the curriculum you wrote] reflect your model of STEM integration? The teachers’
answers to these questions were used to provide triangulation of the data.
5.5.6. Data Analysis
Implementation of the team-created curriculum in each of the teacher’s
classrooms was explored using multiple data points and multiple forms of analysis.
5.5.6.1. Video Analysis (Conceptual Coding)
The first data points were the implementation videos. Initially, the first three
authors reviewed two implementation videos for one of the teachers together and wrote
individual memos which “represent analysis and are separate from field notes – they are
lengthier than jottings and include more in-depth thinking about a concept” (Corbin &
Strauss, 2015, p. 120) for those days. Following this viewing, the authors reviewed and
discussed the memos which allowed for calibration of memoing and analysis techniques.
The authors then conducted video analysis for each of the teacher’s implementation
videos. The memos written during video analysis were used in conjunction with the
coach-created field notes to help conduct theoretical sampling (Corbin & Strauss, 2015)
of the video recordings. This sampling denoted frames of time during which the teachers
seem to be employing teaching pedagogies related to STEM integration. The memos,
field notes, and selected segments of classroom interaction were then analyzed using a
combination of deductive and inductive coding techniques outlined by Miles and
Huberman (1994) to allow for conceptual coding of the implementation. According to
Holton (2010), conceptual coding “gets the researcher off the empirical level by
fracturing the data, then conceptualizing the underlying pattern of a set of empirical
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indicators within the data as a theory that explains what is happening in the data” (p.
266). The authors used the 7 characteristics of STEM identified as being important to
inservice science teachers (Chapter 4) as an initial code book for this analysis. These
included: 1) connecting the disciplines; 2) science focus; 3) equality of science and
engineering; 4) engineering/engineering design process as most important; 5) engineering
as context; 6) mathematics and technology as tools/supports in STEM; and 7) STEM is
more than S-T-E-M. During the coding process, additional codes were added by each
author as necessary. This included the breakdown and refinement of some of the more
complex codes. For example, literacy was specifically called out from STEM is more
than S-T-E-M as it was highly present in two of the teachers’ implementations.
Discussion between the authors and constant-comparative methods helped to refine the
conceptual codes to describe each teacher’s implementation of the integrated STEM
curriculum unit. The fourth author (who served as the classroom coach for each of the
teachers on the team) was brought on during this process to provide further insight into
the teachers’ implementation of the curricula (member-checking).
5.5.6.2. Video Analysis (Coding of Practices)
Once conceptual coding of the teachers’ implementations was complete, the
conceptual codes represented in the teachers’ implementation of the curricula were
compared to the NGSS Science and Engineering Practices (NGSS Lead States, 2013) and
Framework for Quality K-12 Engineering Education (Moore et al., 2014b) to determine
which practices were used in their implementation of the integrated STEM curriculum.
This allowed the authors to move from a conceptual understanding of the teachers’
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implementations to their classroom practices, identifying what practices were used to aid
in STEM integration. During this analysis, constant-comparative methods and discussion
between the authors were again used to increase reliability (Corbin & Strauss, 2015).
5.5.6.3. Coding Framework
To identify the STEM-related practices used by teachers in this study, we used
both the NGSS Science and Engineering Practices (NGSS Lead States, 2013) and the
Framework for Quality K-12 Engineering Education (Moore et al., 2014b) in our analysis
of the data. The components of each of these can be seen in Table 5.4. The primary
purpose for using these two frameworks was to ensure the results translated into
frameworks that are used to identify quality science and engineering practices. Overlap of
these frameworks were considered in our coding process. For example, the NGSS
Science and Engineering Practice of asking questions and defining problems overlaps
with the problem and background component of the Framework for Quality K-12
Engineering Education. While most of the components of these frameworks were
relevant in the elementary classrooms observed in this study, ETools was not. Though the
elementary students used a variety of tools in their science and design process, these tools
were not specific to engineering and therefore not coded as ETools. Additionally, it was
unclear what engineering tools would be appropriate for elementary level classrooms.
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Table 5.4
Coding Framework
NGSS Science & Engineering Practices
(NGSS Lead States, 2013)
Asking questions (science) and defining problems
(engineering)
Developing and using models
Planning and carrying out investigations
Analyzing and interpreting data
Using mathematics and computational thinking
Constructing explanations (science) and designing
solutions (engineering)
Engaging in argument from evidence
Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information

Framework for Quality K-12 Engineering
Education
(Moore et al., 2014b)
Problem and background (POD-PB)
Plan and implementation (POD-PI)
Test and evaluate (POD-TE)
Apply science, engineering, and mathematics
(SEM)
Engineering thinking (EThink)
Conceptions of engineers and engineering
(CEE)
Engineering tools (Etool)*
Issues, solutions, and impacts (ISI)
Ethics
Teamwork
Communication related to engineering
(Comm-Engr)

*This code was not relevant for these classrooms.

Once the practices teachers used in implementation had been identified, they were
used to identify how STEM was represented in practice during the integrated STEM unit.
This allowed rich descriptions of the specific practices of science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics as they were used in the teachers’ integration of STEM to
be developed.
5.5.6.4. Individual Conception to Enactment
Following analysis of each teacher’s implementation videos, the authors reviewed
the teachers’ conceptions of integrated STEM as identified in their STEM conceptions
profiles (Chapter 4). The description of each teacher’s conception of integrated STEM
education (Chapter 4) was then compared to the conceptual codes describing the
corresponding teacher’s implementation of the integrated STEM curriculum using
thematic comparison (Maxwell, 2013; Miles & Huberman, 1994). This thematic
comparison helped describe the ways in which the teachers’ conceptual models of
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integrated STEM were enacted in their classroom during their implementation of a STEM
unit. Additionally, teachers’ answers to pertinent questions (e.g. How is your model of
STEM integration reflected in your teaching) in the post-interviews were reviewed to
better understand how the teachers thought their conceptual models were enacted in their
classrooms. Once these connections were developed for each teacher, cross-case analysis
(Yin, 2014) was conducted to determine similarities and differences between the
teachers’ enactment of their models. This allowed for a broader description of how
teachers enact their conceptual models of integrated STEM education in the classroom.
5.6. Findings
The findings are first presented as individual cases presenting each teacher’s
implementation of the Improving the Mechanical Claw unit. First, the teacher’s
engineering practices are presented, followed by their science, mathematics, technology,
and literacy (if implemented) practices. Any findings related to connecting the disciplines
that are not covered in the descriptions of the teacher’s discipline-specific practices are
also discussed. Cross-case analysis follows the presentation of the individual cases.
5.6.1. Case 1: Allison’s Implementation of STEM
Allison’s overall implementation followed the flow of the written curriculum,
weaving through engineering, science, and mathematics, but with a distinct lack of
instructional technology to support student learning. An overview of Allison’s
implementation can be found in Table 5.5.
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Table 5.5
Allison’s Codes by Lesson
Conceptual Codes

NGSS Science &
Engineering Practices

Framework for Quality K-12
Engineering Education

Lesson 1

Engineering as context, Literacy

1 (Engr)

POD-PB, Ethics, Team

Lesson 2

Science focus - content

3, 8 (Sci)

POD-PB (brief)

Lesson 3

Balance/Equality of S & E, Math - 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 (Sci)
data analysis & averaging, Prep
1, 8 (Engr)
for careers in STEM

POD-PB, SEM, Team,
Comm-Engr, EThink

Lesson 4

Connecting the disciplines (overall 2, 3, 5, 6, 8 (Sci)
across the days)
6 (Engr)

POD-PB, POD-PI, Team,
SEM, Comm-Engr

Lesson 5

Engineering as most important,
Connecting the disciplines

1,4, 6, 7, 8 (Engr)

POD-PB, POD-PI, Team,
SEM, Comm-Engr, EThink

Lesson 6

Science focus - process/inquiry,
content

3, 6, 8 (Sci)
1 (Engr)

POD-PB, POD-TE, SEM,

Lesson 7

Technology (instructional &
4, 5, 7, 8 (Sci)
communication), Math - budget & 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 (Engr)
data analysis, Connecting the
disciplines

POD-PI, POD-TE, SEM,
EThink, Team, Comm-Engr

5.6.1.1. Engineering
Allison incorporated engineering into each lesson of her implementation, even if
only a brief statement asking students to recap the challenge. This started on the first day,
which was dedicated to introducing the client, the problem, and the engineering design
challenge. She did this nearly identically to how it was described in the written
curriculum, using a client letter to provide students with a reason for learning about
variables that impact the strength of an electromagnet. Though there were some days
where Allison did not share a client memo with students due to technical issues of her
Document Camera not working, she at least mentioned it briefly in each lesson.
Occasionally, Allison would address the engineering design process poster in her room,
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which students seemed to be familiar with since they were able to recall stages when
prompted. For instance, in the second day of Lesson 3, she asked students, “What step of
the engineering design process are we in and how do you know?” In Lesson 4, when
students started another series of controlled variable testing, she reminded students, “We
are going to stay in ‘Learn.’” As students learned more of the science and mathematics
content toward the end of Lesson 4, she told students, “You’re going to need this
information for your design - when we go into the ‘Plan’ stage and you’re actually
making your electromagnet arm. Ok? This one [student-created poster] is also going to
help you understand how electromagnets work.” This required students to consider this
content information when they applied it to the design of their prototype.
Though not considered engineering content, Allison incorporated many
pedagogical strategies that are associated with engineering as noted by Moore et al.
(2014b). This included intentional teamwork, communication, and discussion of ethics.
Teamwork was used throughout the unit as students worked in small teams. Though this
teamwork included communication between team members, engineering communication
was exemplified when groups presented to one another through posters (Lesson 4) or
communicated with their client through letters (Lesson 4) or video messages (Lesson 7).
5.6.1.2. Science
Allison presented the role of science in this unit as a way for students to better
understand scientific inquiry, since the content of magnets was covered the previous year
when the students were in 4th grade. This required the use of scientific practices for
students to understand how to conduct a controlled test to identify how different variables
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impacted the strength of an electromagnet. Students also had to think about cause and
effect, where Allison asked, “But once we wrap the wire around the metal rod and we
have the electromagnet - get it all hooked up - how will we know if the strength of it has
changed?” Students clearly had to understand what an electromagnet did in order to
complete these tasks.
Allison frequently reminded students that they were doing science, and that some
of the things she asked them to do would help them understand more in-depth what a
scientist does, including keeping track of what they do on a daily basis. Allison’s students
used notebooks to keep track of their daily progress, which some students questioned.
She told her students, “Because if you go back and look at it later, all engineers and
scientists keep a notebook so that they know exactly when they did something.” She
clearly saw her role as a science teacher to guide students in learning about what
scientists do saying, “Right now you’re in science class and I’m teaching you how to be a
scientist and how a scientist keeps their notebook, so you’re going to practice that in
here.”
5.6.1.3. Mathematics
Mathematics, though present in this implementation, appeared in the form of
science and engineering practices (SEP), where students used mathematics skills to graph
data and make claims about their findings. When students struggled to understand what
the term “data” meant in Lesson 3 (Day 2), she asked students, who simplified it to
“information.” Allison took care to model how to draw data tables using the document
camera in the classroom, talking through her process as she did so, referencing previous
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lessons in which they also collected data. Rarely was mathematics used to learn new
content, though Allison briefly reviewed why students might have different averages for
the number of washers they picked up for a set number of coils in their electromagnet in
Lesson 3. More often, she directly guided students in making graphs and helped them
understand how to read them, but this was done in the context of scientific inquiry.
5.6.1.4. Technology
When it came to using technology in the classroom, Allison diverged from the
written curriculum. Instead of using the program Plot.ly to assist students with graphing,
she had her students do this by hand. The only time that students used instructional
technology was in Lesson 7, where they used iPads to record short videos to
communicate with Galactic Games about what they learned through throughout the
engineering design challenge. Here, Allison made it known to students that they were to
use their science and mathematics findings from previous lessons to inform their client
about their design decisions. No explicit instructions were provided to students as to how
to use the iPads beyond telling students to assist one another if they need help.
5.6.1.5. Connecting Disciplines
In three of the lessons, Allison clearly made connections between science,
engineering, and mathematics. The first of these lessons was Lesson 3, which took four
days of instruction. Though each day in this lesson was not necessarily representative of
integrating between these disciplines, the lesson as a whole showed this. The first two
days of this lesson were dedicated to students testing how the number of coils affects the
strength of the electromagnet, which Allison framed as addressing the task from Galactic
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Games. This included students not only learning about independent and dependent
variables, but also careful data collection and analysis. The second two days were spent
on communication, where students not only shared their small group knowledge with the
whole class, but also wrote a letter to Galactic Games with an update of what they had
learned. Lesson 4 took a similar approach where students continued testing variables and
communicated to their peers and client. Lesson 7 presented a stronger emphasis on
engineering, where students worked in their teams to synthesize all of the science and
mathematics knowledge to create their electromagnet and communicate to their client via
a short video recorded on an iPad.
5.6.2. Case 2: Holly’s Implementation of STEM
Holly followed the written curriculum closely in her implementation of the
Improving the Mechanical Claw unit and, as such, she connected science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics in implicit, and occasionally explicit, ways. An overview
of Holly’s implementation can be found in Table 5.6.
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Table 5.6
Holly’s Codes by Lesson
Conceptual Codes

NGSS Science &
Engineering Practices

Framework for Quality K12 Engineering Education

Lesson 1

Literacy

1(Engr)

POD-PB, Ethics, Team

Lesson 2

Science focus – content, Literacy,
Real-world skills

1, 3 (Sci)

POD-PB, Ethics

Lesson 3

Math - content

3, 4, 5, 7 (Sci)

POD-PB, SEM, CommEngr

Lesson 4

Connecting the disciplines,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7 (Sci)
Technology - meaningful use, Math 1 (Engr)
– content, Literacy

POD-PB, SEM, CommEngr

Lesson 5

Engineering as context

6, 7, 8 (Sci)
2, 6, 7 (Engr)

POD-PB, POD-PI, Ethics,
Comm-Engr, EThink, Team

Lesson 6

Science focus – content,
Technology - learning tool

1, 3, 4, 6 (Sci)
1 (Engr)

POD-PB

Lesson 7

Connecting the disciplines,
5, 8 (Sci)
Technology - meaningful use, Math 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 (Engr)
– content, Literacy

POD-PB, POD-PI, POD-TE,
SEM, EThink, ETool, Team,
Comm-Engr

5.6.2.1. Engineering
As indicated in the curriculum, Holly opened the unit with a strong emphasis on
engineering through the introduction of the client letter, contextualizing the unit in the
EDC. Holly told her students on the first day of the unit that, “We’re going to be starting
an engineering project today.” She perpetuated the idea of using engineering as an
engaging context during the unit through the use of client memos, which she introduced
by saying things like, “The boss has sent another note.” Despite the use of client memos
and her clear implementation of the unit as one that followed the engineering process of
design (POD), Holly never explicitly connected what the students were doing to the steps
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of the POD. The closest she came to this was through the use of a ‘Question of the Day’ –
a question that was introduced and discussed with the class at the start of each day. In
particular, the questions for Lessons 1, 5 and 7, (What is our engineering problem?; How
can we use all of our data to solve our problem?; and How will your team redesign your
electromagnet?), used the language of the POD. However, in the whole-class discussions
about these questions, Holly never explicitly tied the language of the question (i.e.
problem) to the POD, and she never went over the steps of the POD with her students.
Holly utilized several engineering pedagogies as described by Moore et al.
(2014b) throughout the unit. Students worked in teams and Holly frequently reminded
students that everyone in their teams should be contributing to the work. Additionally,
Holly mentioned that the students would be sharing the information they discovered with
one another in an effort to help other teams make decisions regarding their prototypes.
This indicates an emphasis on the individual teams as a part of a larger group of
engineers. Holly also stressed communication during the unit. Teams were reminded
frequently, often through the client memos, that they needed to communicate their
findings to their client at Galactic Games. The video presentations at the end of the unit
were the culmination of this communication with the client. Finally, at the start of the
unit, there was a whole-class discussion on the ethics related to manipulating the
effectiveness of the mechanical claws. Students were asked to think about the balance
between the owners making money and players winning.
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5.6.2.2. Science
Though Holly did spend some time covering science content (i.e. a quiz and
discussion about the properties of a magnet) during the unit, most of the science Holly
emphasized was related to scientific practices. She used statements such as, “You’re
going to be doing a science experiment,” “We need to come up with a testable question,”
“Scientists make data tables,” and “Don’t forget to use evidence to support your claim,”
throughout the unit. For example, in Lesson 3, Holly told her students that, “We’re doing
an experiment about the number of coils. This is where we’re going to talk about our
testable question.” As the students went through the process of creating a testable
question for their experiment, Holly told the students they will be testing to see how
“changing one thing” affected the “thing that they are measuring.” She then asked them
how many times they should do their experiment and they discussed the advantages of
running their experiment more than once. Finally, she helped her students set up a data
table that they would be using to record all of their measurements.
5.6.2.3. Mathematics
Most often, Holly used mathematics as a tool for data analysis and the
construction of graphs in this unit. During several of these instances, Holly also
emphasized the use of mathematics and computational thinking. For example, in Lesson
4 Holly stressed the use and nature of averages (i.e. How can you have 1.2 washers?).
She explained that, “When you take an average, you use division…and division results in
decimal points.” She went on to explain that, in graphing, you could eliminate decimals
if you rounded up or down. In this same lesson, Holly stressed the importance of using
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patterns when constructing graphs – reminding students that the space between the tic
marks on the Y-axis had to be the same and represent the same number of washers.
5.6.2.4. Technology
Technology was integrated meaningfully as a tool for representing data and
communicating with others in this unit. The students learned to use Plot.ly, a graphing
application, on their iPads to construct data tables and graph the data they collected in
their science experiments. In Lesson 7, Holly led a discussion where the students
identified various applications they could use for recording their final presentation to the
client. In one instance, Holly used technology as a learning tool - she had her students
complete an online quiz to assess and then discuss what her students already knew about
the magnetic properties of certain materials.
5.6.2.5. Literacy
Holly seamlessly integrated literacy in her implementation of this unit. The class
spent significant time reading and rereading both the client letter and the client memos to
clarify key concepts (i.e. what is a client) and relevant vocabulary (i.e. prototype) with
her students. Scientific literacy (specifically) and communication were incorporated as
she taught students about terminology related to scientific practices (i.e. independent
variable, dependent variable) and encouraged her students to share their findings with one
another and their client as they would be expected to do in the “real-world” as engineers.
Before they began recording their final presentation for the client, Holly engaged her
students in a discussion about what it meant to be both an “enthusiastic presenter” and an
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“active listener”. She encouraged her students to think about how knowing these things
would help them in their everyday lives.
5.6.2.6. Connecting Disciplines
Interestingly, Holly was able to integrate all four disciplines of STEM in her
longest lessons, Lessons 4 and 7. Each of these lessons took four days to implement.
However, the emphasis in Lesson 4 was on scientific practices while the emphasis in
Lesson 7 was on engineering practices. In Lesson 4, as students completed a scientific
experiment, they used mathematical computation (i.e. averages, division) for data
analysis. Students then used an online application (Plot.ly) to graph their data and
communicate it using a video application with both their classmates and the client. In
Lesson 7, students were asked to take all of the things they had learned in the unit to help
them modify, retest, and finalize their team-constructed prototypes for the client. In this
particular lesson, she reminded her students that they must be able to support the
decisions they made using scientific evidence and reasoning and that they must stay
within the confines of the budget. She also reminded them that all members of the team
should have input.
5.6.3. Case 3: Melissa’s Implementation of STEM
Melissa’s overall implementation followed the flow of the written curriculum,
with the exception of an additional lesson on electrical circuits. Hallmarks of her
implementation were the use of instructional technologies throughout to support student
learning and integration of literacy strategies. An overview of Melissa’s implementation
can be found in Table 5.7.
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Table 5.7
Melissa’s Codes by Lesson
Conceptual Codes

NGSS Science &
Engineering Practices

Framework for Quality K12 Engineering Education

Lesson 1

Literacy, Technology - meaningful
use

1 (Engr)

POD-PB, Team

Lesson 2

Science focus - content, Literacy,
Technology - meaningful use

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 (Sci)

POD-PB

Lesson 3

Math – content, Math- data analysis, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 (Sci)
Math – graphing, Science focus –
content, Technology - meaningful
use

POD-PB, Team

Lesson 4

Science focus - content

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 (Sci)

POD-PB, Team

Lesson 5

Math – content, Math - data
analysis, Science focus - content

1, 4, 5, 6, 8 (Sci)
2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (Engr)

POD-PB, POD-PI, POD-TE,
SEM, Comm-Engr, EThink

Lesson 6

Science focus - content, Literacy

1, 3, 4, 6 (Sci)

POD-PB

Lesson 7

Math – reasoning, Technology meaningful use, Literacy

2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (Engr)

POD-PB, POD-PI, POD-TE,
SEM, EThink, Comm-Engr

5.6.3.1. Engineering
Melissa incorporated engineering into each lesson of her implementation, but the
focus of the first six days of instruction was on learning the necessary science and
mathematics content for the engineering design task (Lessons 1-4). However, throughout
these six days, Melissa used the client and the design context to bring in engineering and
provide a purpose for the students to learn the science and mathematics content.
Following the curriculum as it was written, she spent the majority of Lesson 1
introducing the client, the problem and the engineering design challenge. Melissa used
iPads as the vehicle for students to access materials from the client (e.g. client memos)
and modelled reading strategies for them not only to introduce scientific and engineering
vocabulary (e.g. prototype, magnetic), but also contextual vocabulary such as
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understanding the meaning of “rigged.” Each day, Melissa used a memo or verbal
reminder from the client to provide a context for the lesson of the day. She also took time
periodically to remind students about the engineering design process and make sure that
students understood where in the cycle they were working. This mainly occurred at
transitions from one phase of the process to another. For example, in Lesson 5 (Day 9)
Melissa reviewed their process through the engineering design cycle
Let’s take a look at our engineering design process and see where we are. Do we
know our problem? What is it? ...Then we followed our arrow went down to
learn. Did you learn about electromagnets? ...Did you plan to solve this problem?
...Did you try it and test it? ….So our final one down here is decide. You have two
options, you need to either decide to redesign or you decide that it’s good enough.
Melissa’s focus starting midway through Lesson 5 of the unit was primarily
working on the engineering design task. Early in Lesson 5, she helped the students to
distinguish between planning for a science experiment vs. planning for the engineering
design challenge. She used the engineering design cycle to help them understand the
somewhat blurred transition from Learn to Plan, as several students thought they were on
the planning stage because they had been planning how to test variables to understand the
properties of electromagnets. Melissa asked the students, “Because you planned to do
your variable testing, but was that part of the problem?” Later in Lesson 5, she clearly
marked the move from science focused lesson to formal work on the engineering design
task by having students review where they were in the design cycle, “So we have a new
memo from [the client]? What is the subject line of the email? Right we are now entering
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the planning and design phase. We need to plan a solution to our problem.” Somewhat
awkwardly Lesson 6 returned to science focused lessons about magnetic materials as
there was a need for their crane arm to pick up plastic figures which required the
embedding of a metallic tag. Technology integration was less prevalent during work on
the engineering design challenge; the only use was the making of a video to communicate
and share their final designs with the client.
Melissa used several pedagogical strategies from the Quality K-12 Engineering
Education Framework (Moore et al., 2014b). For example, students worked either in pairs
or small teams throughout the unit. Melissa also had explicit conversations with students
about how to work in teams, for example on the first day of the unit, she led the students
in a discussion about what makes a successful team through the development of group
norms. Melissa started off a whole class discussion by stating,
A group norm is kind of like the rules that we use in our groups. As you are in
new groups now, we need to make new group norms. So after working with your
classmates for the last four months, what makes a successful group? What are
four things that make a group successful?
The class agreed on four common norms: listen to others’ ideas, have a plan, let everyone
speak, and everyone has a job. Following this whole class discussion, the small group
also decided on at least one more norm specifically for their team, as well as a team name
and logo.
Ethics was implicitly discussed in terms of decisions that needed to be made
about the probability of a player winning a prize and profit margins related to these
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decisions. Communication about scientific claims and engineering design occurred
throughout the unit between team members and through direct communication back to
the client.
5.6.3.2. Science
Melissa spent a significant number of days focused on science content learning;
eight of the 12 days were science focused while also including explicit connections to the
engineering design task and some mathematical content learning. Melissa added an
extension about electrical circuits to Lesson 2 to provide her students with background
knowledge about how to construct an electromagnet, and they spent time investigating
variables that impact the strength of an electromagnet and properties of magnetic
materials. All of the science focused lessons engaged students in learning content through
scientific practices. Students also explicitly engaged in discussions about the scientific
practices with particular focus on planning and carrying out investigations, analyzing and
interpreting data, and constructing explanations. It was important to Melissa that students
understood the science concepts that would be used in designing their electromagnetic
crane arm; she accomplished this by starting each day with a client letter or memo that
helped the students keep the overarching problem in mind and see how the science
content would help them to design a solution for the client. Each lesson included
formative assessments where students were expected to use their new learning to make
predictions in new situations. Prominent in several lessons were whole group discussions
where students shared data and developed scientific understanding from their data. For
example, in Lesson 2 students were working towards understanding electrical circuits and
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Melissa pushed their thinking on closed vs. open circuits and that simply putting all of the
circuit components in a circle was not enough. Through questioning and student
discussion, students used their data to understand that electricity moved in a specific
direction around the circuit and that the orientation of the batteries was important. Each
lesson also featured strong technology integration, with students using apps to record
data, share claims, and also apps to learn content.
5.6.3.3. Mathematics
Mathematics was explicitly integrated into four lessons, both for the purpose of
data analysis, as well as learning mathematical concepts. For example, in Lesson 4,
Melissa worked with students on the concept of averaging. Students did not just learn
how to input numbers into calculators and “do the math” but also engaged in
understanding average as an important tool when working with data. Students applied the
concept of averaging, as well as graphing and best-fit lines, when working with data
collected in their science investigations. Students were expected to use data and
information from averaging and graphing as evidence when making claims about both
their scientific data and their final engineering design decisions. Students used their iPads
throughout the mathematics focused lessons, as a calculator and graphing tool.
5.6.3.4. Technology
As noted previously, Melissa consistently used a variety of technologies above
and beyond what the curriculum described throughout her implementation. Applications
involved sharing reading material, such as client memos, recording data and claims made
from their data, graphing, and making a video for the client of their final designs.
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Students were familiar with the iPads, and needed no additional instruction when reading
or using apps such as Notability to record findings. When new apps were introduced,
Melissa took time to instruct students on the use of the app, for example making sure that
students knew how to enter data into Plot.ly for graphing. Melissa was able to provide
clear directions and then provided extra assistance with small groups as necessary. For
example, on the final day of the unit Melissa offered the students a choice of using
iMovie or Adobe Slate for their client videos. As Adobe Slate was a new app being
promoted within the school, she asked students wanting to try that app to meet with her
for some quick directions.
5.6.3.5. Literacy
Melissa frequently integrated literacy strategies into her lessons, usually when
reading the client letter and memos. This worked both to make sure that students
understood the content of the memos but also as another opportunity for students to
practice reading strategies outside of their assigned reading time. For example, it was
important that students understood the word “rigged” to understand the context for the
design challenge. Melissa also used literacy strategies to make sure that students
understood important scientific ideas, for example in Lesson 2 she made sure that
students understood the concept of variables.
5.6.3.6. Connecting Disciplines
Melissa embraced the interdisciplinary nature of STEM in her teaching. Her
seamless integration of the four disciplines of STEM and the way in which she made
frequent connections between the disciplines for her students made it difficult to parse
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out her teaching of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics separately. Thus,
connecting disciplines seems to be inherent in her teaching and was not identified
separately in her implementation of Improving the Mechanical Claw.
5.6.4. Cross-Case Analysis
In all three cases, teachers’ conceptualization of STEM was enacted in individual
implementation of the Improving the Mechanical Claw curriculum. Because their
conceptions of STEM were similar going into classroom implementation, there were
many similarities in the ways the teachers implemented the unit. However, there were
also some unique emphases in each of the teacher’s implementations which reflect the
subtle differences in their conceptions of STEM. These differences can be seen by
comparing the practices each teacher used during their implementation of the unit’s
lessons (Table 5.8).
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Table 5.8
Science and Engineering Practices Used by Allison, Holly, and Mandy During
Implementation
Allison

Holly

Mandy

NGSS Science
& Engineering
Practices

Framework for
Quality K-12
Engineering
Education

NGSS Science &
Engineering
Practices

Framework for
Quality K-12
Engineering
Education

NGSS Science
& Engineering
Practices

Framework for
Quality K-12
Engineering
Education

1 (Engr)

POD-PB, Ethics,
Team

1 (Engr)

POD-PB, Ethics,
Team

1 (Engr)

POD-PB, Team

3, 8 (Sci)

POD-PB

1, 3 (Sci)

POD-PB, Ethics

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 (Sci) POD-PB

3, 4, 5, 7, 8 (Sci)
1, 8 (Engr)

POD-PB, SEM,
Team, Comm-Engr,
EThink

3, 4, 5, 7 (Sci)

POD-PB, SEM,
Comm-Engr

1, 3, 4, 5, 6 (Sci)

2, 3, 5, 6, 8 (Sci)
6 (Engr)

POD-PB, POD-PI,
Team, SEM, CommEngr

3, 4, 5, 6, 7 (Sci)
1 (Engr)

POD-PB, SEM,
Comm-Engr

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 (Sci) POD-PB, Team

1,4, 6, 7, 8
(Engr)

POD-PB, POD-PI,
Team, SEM, CommEngr, EThink

6, 7, 8 (Sci)
2, 6, 7 (Engr)

POD-PB, POD-PI, 1, 4, 5, 6, 8 (Sci)
Ethics, Comm-Engr, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (Engr)
EThink, Team

POD-PB, POD-PI,
POD-TE, SEM,
Comm-Engr, EThink

3, 6, 8 (Sci)
1 (Engr)

POD-PB, POD-TE,
SEM,

1, 3, 4, 6 (Sci)
1 (Engr)

POD-PB

POD-PB

4, 5, 7, 8 (Sci)
4, 5, 6, 7, 8
(Engr)

POD-PI, POD-TE,
5, 8 (Sci)
POD-PB, POD-PI, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (Engr)
SEM, EThink, Team, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 (Engr) POD-TE, SEM,
Comm-Engr
EThink, ETool,
Team, Comm-Engr

1, 3, 4, 6 (Sci)

POD-PB, Team

POD-PB,POD-PI,
POD-TE, SEM,
EThink; Comm-Engr

5.6.4.1. Curricular Influence
Some of the commonalities identified in the teachers’ implementations related to
the Improving the Mechanical Claw curriculum itself, which is not surprising as the three
teachers in this study co-authored the curriculum. Additionally, the teachers had similar
conceptions of STEM, meaning that little negotiation of their conceptions was necessary
during development of the curriculum (Chapter 4). For example, the teachers’
conceptions all included a strong emphasis on the integration of all four of the disciplines
of STEM, resulting in a conceptually well-integrated curriculum. This integration was
demonstrated across the teachers’ implementations as well – all four disciplines of STEM
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were represented in their teaching (Figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, & 5.8). The teachers also seemed
to have the same pattern between their balance of science and engineering as they moved
from lesson to lesson, a pattern well-documented in the curriculum. Specifically, all three
of the teachers opened their unit with a strong emphasis on engineering in Lesson 1,
moved to concentrating more on scientific processes and content in Lessons 2-4, revisited
engineering processes in Lesson 5, shifted back to science in Lesson 6, and closed their
unit emphasizing engineering in Lesson 7 (Tables 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, & 5.8). Finally, the
engineering pedagogies of teamwork, ethics, and communication were used almost
identically by all three of the teachers in ways that were well-described in the curriculum.
The students worked in ‘engineering teams’ in all three classrooms and were required to
report back to the client. Ethics were discussed by each teacher in relation to the
efficiency of the claw and balancing player winning with owner profits.
5.6.4.2. Engineering
It was evident that all three teachers used the engineering design challenge (EDC)
to engage their students and contextualize students’ learning. The EDC was revisited at
the start of every lesson in each teacher’s implementation, emphasizing the importance of
engineering in this unit. This points particularly well to Holly’s conception that STEM,
and specifically the integration of engineering in a science class, is a good way to engage
students in real-world contexts. Students had been introduced to the engineering design
process (EDP) prior to implementation of the Improving the Mechanical Claw unit in all
three classrooms. However, the EDP was referenced in daily instruction to a different
degree between teachers. For example, Allison and Melissa referenced the EDP posters
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(supplied to them in the summer PD) and frequently asked the students which step of the
EDP they were engaged in. Holly, however, never explicitly called out the EDP even
though she used EDP terminology and implemented the unit in such a way that it
mirrored the design process.
5.6.4.3. Science
The science focus for both Allison and Holly in their implementations tended to
be on scientific practices, with only a little focus on science content. This may have been
due to the fact that this was a (5th grade) unit reviewing previously learned (4th grade)
content. Allison’s emphasis on what scientists do and Holly’s emphasis on the steps of an
experiment tied to their conceptions that STEM was about exposing students to STEM
careers (Allison) and connecting school to the real-world (Holly). While similar, these
were two very different ways of legitimizing the unit’s activities for students. Melissa
placed more of a focus on the science content than the other two teachers. This was
evidenced in her addition of an extra lesson on circuits (identifying the difference
between an open and a close circuit) at the beginning of the unit. She also consistently
called out specific science content throughout the unit, ensuring that her students
understood the science concepts they needed to know in order to successfully complete
the EDC.
5.6.4.4. Mathematics
Mathematics was often incorporated in the unit in tandem with technology. This
may have been because technology was written into the unit as a way to display and
analyze data. Interestingly, Allison walked her students step-by-step through the process
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of setting up data tables, while Holly and Melissa gave the students more autonomy
throughout these portions of the unit. None of the teachers taught any new mathematical
concepts during the unit, but the way mathematical content was discussed was very
different between the three teachers. While both Andrea and Holly dedicated a small
amount of time to computational thinking (the thought processes involved in formulating
a mathematical problem and expressing its solution) in their units, their emphasis in these
discussions tended to be on procedural rather than conceptual understanding (i.e., steps to
take the average of a group of numbers). Melissa, however, tended to emphasize
conceptual understanding in her discussion of mathematical concepts. The limited use of
mathematics in the classroom by all of the teachers aligns with their conceptions that
integrating mathematics is difficult. Melissa’s added idea that mathematics, while
difficult to integrate, is important in STEM may have contributed to her stronger
emphasis on conceptual understandings than the other two teachers.
5.6.4.5. Technology
It is interesting that, in the professional development, technology was defined as
the outcome of an EDC. While the students were asked to create a prototype for an
electromagnetic arm as part of Improving the Mechanical Claw, it seems the teachers
focused more on technology as a digital learning technology during the implementation
of the unit. Additionally, there was a strong contrast between the teachers’ integration of
technology in their classrooms. Allison used technology only as a communication tool
between the students and the client. Holly expanded upon this to include technology as a
way to analyze and represent data as well as a learning tool. Melissa, however,
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incorporated everyday use of iPads in her classroom which resulted in seamless
integration of technology in her classroom. This may have been the result of district
requirements for integration of technology. While all three classrooms were one-to-one
and Allison and Holly’s district incorporated technological literacy for students in their
standards, Melissa’s district stressed technology as a classroom expectation for all
teachers. It is interesting that while all three teachers’ conceptions of STEM suggest that
technology integration is difficult, Melissa did a better job of integrating technology in
her classroom than the other two teachers. As with mathematics, this may have been the
result of her conception that technology, while difficult to integrate, is important in
STEM and something that she wanted to improve in her practice.
5.6.4.6. Literacy
All three teachers’ conceptions of STEM emphasized that STEM is more than just
the STEM disciplinary content. However, Holly and Melissa emphasized the importance
of literacy within STEM, extending beyond simply including communication to include
an understanding of the process of communication. Holly and Mandy seemed to focus on
this in their implementation of the Improving the Mechanical Claw curriculum more than
Allison. Both of these teachers emphasized literacy with their students and required their
students to think about vocabulary related to science and engineering. They both also
spent time talking to their students about what a good presentation would look like and
how to be good listeners.
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5.6.4.7. Connecting Disciplines
It is interesting that, even though all three of the teachers’ conceptions of STEM
strongly emphasized the importance of connecting all four disciplines of STEM, only
Allison and Holly’s longer lessons (lessons that the teachers spent more than one day on)
included meaningful integration of all four disciplines of STEM. Other lessons included
integration of two or three of the disciplines, but it seemed that it required more than one
class-period for these teachers to be able to include 3 or more disciplines in a meaningful
way.
5.7. Discussion and Limitations
Teachers’ conceptions and beliefs can have an impact on how curricula are
implemented in classrooms (Burns, 1992; Cronin-Jones, 1991; Remillard, 2005; Stes et
al., 2010, Wang et al., 2011). However, understanding the nature of curricular
implementation is a complex and difficult task. In this study, we focused on ways in
which three teachers’ practices differed in their implementations of a single, integrated
STEM unit. We then examined how, if at all, these teachers’ conceptions of STEM were
enacted during their implementation.
From our study, it is evident that even teachers who have similar conceptions of
STEM enact these conceptions of STEM in different ways. While all three teachers in
this study felt STEM was about connecting science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics in their classrooms, the teachers placed different emphases on each of these
disciplines. Additionally, we found that small variations in teachers’ conceptions (i.e.
STEM connects students to STEM careers and STEM bridges the gap between school
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and the real-world) can create differences in the way a curriculum is implemented.
Though the teachers in this study drew on the same practices (NGSS Lead States, 2013;
Moore et al., 2014b), they emphasized them in different ways (Table 5.8).
We found that even when teachers conceptualize integrated STEM as the
connection between science, technology, engineering and mathematics, it is not always
possible to meaningfully integrate all four of these disciplines in a single class period.
This finding supports previous research suggesting that connecting all four disciplines of
STEM is not only difficult, but it takes time (Herschbach, 2011). In particular, the three
teachers in this study found it was especially difficult to integrate mathematics and
technology in their units and they did so with varying degrees of success; these particular
areas have been noted as challenging for teachers (Herschbach, 2011; Rinke et al., 2016).
The teachers all recognized their discomfort in teaching mathematics; however, they also
felt that mathematics was an important part of integrated STEM and they all made efforts
to integrate it in their units - often as a tool for learning or practicing science. The
teachers recognized the difficulty of integrating technology in their implementations as
well and, most often, technology was utilized as a learning or teaching tool in the
teachers’ implementations. This differed from the way technology was introduced in the
professional development (i.e. a product of engineering) and it speaks to the difficulty of
defining technology in integrated STEM (Herschbach, 2011; Wang et al., 2011). These
findings suggest that teachers need support integrating content that is unfamiliar to them
or content in which their background knowledge is limited (Ejiwale, 2013; Sanders,
2009). To this end, the development of high quality professional development for
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teachers integrating STEM in their classrooms is important (Ejiwale, 2013; Roehrig et al.,
2012.) In particular, professional development that focuses on improving teachers’
content knowledge and understanding of the disciplines of STEM.
Interestingly, though the teachers all recognized engineering as a way to engage
students in learning and connect that learning to more than just content in their
conceptions of STEM, they did not always make explicit connections between what the
students were doing and engineering practices. It may have been that the teachers were
less comfortable with some of the language of engineering, or it may have been that the
teachers simply assumed they were making these connections. For example, none of the
teachers discussed conceptions of engineers and engineering (CEE) with students, but it
seemed to be implicit in their implementations. This may be because teachers felt they
were explicitly exposing students to this (i.e. the intentionality was there), but those
connections were never made by the students. Making explicit connections for students is
important, particularly in interdisciplinary education. (Cohen, Patterson, Kovarik, &
Chowning, 2013; Huang, 2004; Nargund-Joshi, & Liu, 2013, Wraga, 2009). However,
these findings support literature that has found carrying out this explicit connectionmaking can prove to be difficult for teachers implementing STEM curricula (Cohen et al.,
2013; Stohlman, Moore, McClelland, & Roehrig, 2011). To this end, professional
development that supports teachers in making explicit connections between the language
and disciplines of STEM is necessary (Ejiwale, 2013; Roehrig et al., 2012).
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5.8. Conclusion and Implications
Integrated STEM education is a science education reform effort that has the
potential to impact teachers and students in positive and significant ways. This multiple
case study allowed several meaningful implications for integrated STEM education to
emerge. First, individual cases were analyzed to determine how three teachers’ practices
differed in their individual implementations of an integrated STEM curricula. The
teachers’ implementations of the curriculum unit were richly described. Understanding
these differences will allow curriculum developers to better understand how curricula,
once written, may be implemented in classrooms. It may also give us information about
student performance in integrated STEM classrooms and future study connecting
integration practices and student performance are needed. Second, the cross-case
conclusions are important for teacher educators, district administrators, and those
involved in creating and facilitating professional development surrounding STEM
integration. Understanding how teachers enact their conceptions of integrated STEM
when implementing STEM curricula will allow teacher educators and district
administrators to better support their teachers in implementing STEM curricula. In
particular, these individuals need to be aware that mathematics and technology are areas
of concern for teachers implementing integrated STEM. Similarly, understanding how to
make explicit connections between the language and disciplines of STEM can also be
difficult for teachers. Understanding these challenges will allow professional
development facilitators understand how to construct a professional development that
meets the needs of teachers responsible for implementing STEM curricula in their
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classrooms. Finally, this study provided a snapshot of one team of teachers
implementing a co-authored integrated STEM unit in their classrooms. Further largescale studies related to science teacher practices used in integrated STEM education are
needed.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
6.1. Overarching Findings
This dissertation contains three separate, but interrelated studies all investigating
teachers’ conceptions of integrated STEM education. Specifically, these studies
investigated what inservice science teachers’ conceptions of integrated STEM education
are and how these conceptions are reflected in curriculum writing and implementation of
integrated STEM curricula in classrooms.
The first study (Chapter 3) focused on exploring how inservice science teachers
conceptualize integrated STEM education and ways in which these conceptions change
over the course of a 3-week professional development (PD) program. We found that the
teachers in this study conceptualized STEM in eight different ways: 1) integrated
disciplines; 2) science as context; 3) engineering design process as context; 4) science
and engineering design process as context; 5) engineering as context; 6) real-world
problem-solving as context; 7) science, technology, engineering, and mathematics as
separate disciplines; and 8) STEM as an acronym. These conceptions changed over the
course of the PD and the frameworks used to define STEM during the PD became
increasingly apparent in the teachers’ conceptions over time. We found that, as science
teachers, many of the teachers came into the PD with conceptions of STEM that led them
to focus on science content; however, many left with a desire to expand the focus of
STEM in their classrooms to include the other disciplines of STEM. In particular,
teachers left the PD with conceptions that focused on the integration of engineering in
their science lessons – a seeming byproduct of the emphasis on the framework for quality
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K-12 engineering education during the three weeks of the summer PD (Moore et al.,
2014b). We also found that the teachers came into the PD with somewhat undefined and
unsophisticated definitions of STEM, but left the PD with more discriminate and
complex models. Overall, this study provided an overview of ways in which integrated
STEM is conceptualized by inservice science teachers and ways these conceptions
changed over the course of a professional development experience.
The second study (Chapter 4) further explored the conceptions of STEM held by
inservice science teachers and ways the teachers’ conceptions were reflected in teamwritten curricular units. We found that the teachers in this study recognized seven
different characteristics as being important components of STEM: 1) connecting the
disciplines; 2) science focus; 3) equality of science and engineering; 4)
engineering/engineering design process as most important; 5) engineering as context; 6)
mathematics and technology as tools/supports in STEM; and 7) STEM is more than just
S-T-E-M. Each of the teachers held unique and complex conceptions of STEM, and the
teams of teachers negotiated their individual conceptions of STEM as they developed
their curriculum units. Thus, the curricula were amalgamations of the team members’
individual conceptions: the more aligned the team members’ conceptions were, the more
the curriculum reflected the individual teachers’ conceptions and the less aligned the
team’s conceptions were, the less the curriculum represented the members’ individual
conceptions. Finally, there were several other factors that impacted the teams’ written
curricula. These included: the frameworks that guided the professional development; the
small-group, break-out sessions the teams were a part of during the professional
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development; the number of years the teachers had been involved in the project directing
the professional development; and the science content area for which the curriculum was
written.
The third study (Chapter 5) explored differences between three teachers’
classroom practices during implementation of their co-authored integrated STEM unit, as
well as ways these teachers enacted their conceptions of STEM during their
implementations. In this study, we found that teachers who share similar conceptions of
integrated STEM enact those conceptions in different ways in the classroom. Though the
frameworks for practice these teachers drew upon were the same, the teachers
emphasized these practices in different ways. The teachers in this study found it most
difficult to integrate mathematics and technology in meaningful ways in their science
classrooms. Though the teachers voiced their desire to integrate both mathematics and
technology, they were not confident in their ability to do so. Additionally, the teachers
didn’t always make explicit connections between engineering practices and the units’
activities for their students. Overall, this study provided insight into the practices teachers
use during their implementation of integrated STEM curricula. It also examined ways
teachers’ conceptions of STEM were enacted during implementation of these curricula.
There were several common findings across all three studies. First, it was evident
that teachers conceptualized integrated STEM education differently. While these
conceptions were similar in some cases, all teachers possessed unique sets of background
knowledge and experiences that impacted the ways they conceptualized integrated
STEM. In turn, these differences impacted the ways teachers wrote integrated STEM
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curricula and how the curricula were implemented in classrooms. We also found that the
frameworks for integrated STEM education and engineering education, which guided the
project and the professional development the teachers participated in, impacted the ways
the teachers conceptualized, wrote, and implemented integrated curricula. We found that
inservice science teachers felt mathematics was difficult to integrate in their classrooms.
While most teachers acknowledged it was important to include mathematics in integrated
STEM lessons and made efforts to integrate it in their units, they often found this process
to be challenging. This led to mathematics being used primarily as a tool for data analysis
(e.g. graphing) or completing engineering task. Very little new mathematics content was
integrated in the STEM units. Similarly, the teachers had difficulty defining technology
as it related to integrated STEM education. This aligns with other This may have been
due to the way in which technology was addressed in the professional development.
Specifically, technology was defined as the product of an engineering design challenge,
which seemed to conflict with the way teachers’ discussed technology during interviews.
This led to difficulties integrating technology in meaningful ways during STEM lessons.
Most often, technology appeared to be defined by teachers as digital technology, which
they utilized as a teaching or learning tool.
6.2. Implications for Education
The findings of the three studies presented in this dissertation provide several
important implications for education and educational research. First, it is imperative that
practitioners, district administrators, teacher educators, professional development
facilitators, and educational researchers all recognize that different conceptions of
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integrated STEM education exist among practitioners and that there is no “right way” to
conceptualize integrated STEM. Instead, acknowledging different conceptions and
reflecting upon one’s own conception allows individual conceptual models to be
developed and refined. Providing opportunities for this reflection is critical. Additionally,
it is important for teachers to be given opportunities to participate in and observe the
implementation of STEM lessons. This allows teachers to better reflect on their own
conceptions of integrated STEM and understand practices that can be leveraged in the
integration of STEM in their classrooms. This is particularly important for professional
development facilitators to understand as they implement professional development
intended to help teachers understand what integrated STEM looks like in practice. It is
also important for district administrators and teacher educators to understand as they
support teachers in their STEM integration efforts.
Second, teachers struggle to integrate content they feel ill-prepared to teach.
Science teachers – who often have little educational background in teaching mathematics
– would benefit from professional development that helps them better understand how to
teach mathematics content relevant to the integrated STEM lessons they develop and
implement in their classrooms. Supporting teachers in both their mathematical content
knowledge and pedagogies will help improve the ways mathematics is integrated in
STEM lessons. Similarly, science teachers struggle to integrate content that is not welldefined. Technology is defined vaguely in the literature and in some professional
development experiences related to STEM (this includes the professional development
that contextualizes this dissertation). This makes it difficult for practitioners to
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understand ways that technology can be meaningfully integrated in STEM lessons. It will
be critical for educational researchers to address this in order to support the perpetuation
of the STEM movement.
Finally, it is important that practitioners are empowered with strategies to implement
integrated STEM in their classrooms. This means that policymakers, administrators, and
professional development facilitators must strive to help teachers develop sophisticated
understandings of and comprehensive strategies for STEM integration practices. Without
these understandings and strategies, the STEM integration movement will not be
successful in improving outcomes for students.
6.3. Future Work
The focus of this dissertation was to the explore ways teachers conceptualize
integrated STEM education and how these conceptions were reflected in curriculum
writing and enacted in implementation of integrated STEM curricula. A natural next step
would be to consider ways that teacher conceptions of integrated STEM might inform
student outcomes. A study that addresses student outcomes would provide a more
comprehensive view of how teacher conceptions can either lead to or be barriers to
improved student learning in integrated STEM lessons. This would help to identify ways
in which student learning can best be supported in STEM contexts. It would also allow
policymakers and administrators to develop more informed policies and strategies for
advancing the integration of STEM at both large-scale and local levels.
A study that examines the ways the conceptions of integrated STEM identified in
this study are perceived by practitioners would lead to a better understanding of ways
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teachers are thinking about integrated STEM as well as a more complete understanding
of the conceptual models presented here. While this dissertation did not attempt to
analyze the conceptual models of STEM for their effectiveness, understanding how
teachers evaluate these models at a conceptual level may help to determine if a
continuum of models exits.
Finally, this dissertation was limited to teachers participating in a single project
and professional development experience. Expanding the research studies to include
teachers who have participated in other projects and professional development
experiences would allow the findings to be verified and generalized. Specifically, studies
that include teachers who have participated in professional development experiences that
emphasize different aspects of engineering, focus on mathematics content integration
more deliberately, and provide clearer definitions for technology would be useful. This
would help to inform future research and assist in the progression of the integrated STEM
movement.

This dissertation was made possible by the National Science Foundation grant #DRL1238140. The findings, conclusions and opinions herein represent the views of the author
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Appendix 1. STEM Reflection Protocol
Name: ___________________________________
one: PS/LS/ES

Grade Level: __________ Circle

1. How would you depict your model of STEM Integration?

2. Describe your model in words below:

3. What experiences (from PD or otherwise) inform your model?
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Appendix 2. PEI Interview Protocol
Interview Questions for Photo Elicitation Interview (PEI)
All Teachers: Have Teacher share their model that they prepared before the meeting.
1. Describe the thought process you went through when developing and drawing
your own model for STEM Integration.
Life/Physical Science Teachers: Give your Teacher the models s/he completed during the
summer PD. Earth Science Teachers: Still ask this question but this will be a mental
exercise.
2. Has your model of STEM integration changed at all since this summer? If so,
what has influenced the change?
Allowing the Teacher to see both the clusters and their model(s) simultaneously:
Cluster 1 - Context Models
3. What do you notice about these models?
4. What do you like about these models?
5. What do you dislike about these models?
Cluster 2 - Real-World Model
6. What do you notice about this model?
7. What do you like about this model?
8. What do you dislike about this model?
Cluster 3 - Contrast/Compare Models
9. What do you notice about these models?
10. What do you like about these models?
11. What do you dislike about these models?
Have all 7 models in front of Teacher at this time:
12. In what ways are the models in front of you similar to your own?
13. In what ways are the models in front of you different than your own?
Use at the end of all photos:
14. Based on our conversation, would you modify or change your model? If so, how?
• [Probe if applicable, i.e. fellows are vague about mathematics and/or
technology] What role does technology play in your model? What role
does mathematics play in your model?
15. How is this model reflected in your teaching of STEM? (NOTE: this should be
about broader teaching of STEM, not the curriculum)
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Appendix 3: Post-Implementation Interview Protocol
[Project] Post Interview
Teacher Beliefs
1. How do you describe your role as a teacher?
2. How do your students learn best?
3. How do you maximize student learning?
4. How do you know when your students understand?
5. How do you decide when to move onto a new topic in your classroom?
STEM Conceptions - have the Fellow’s most current model in front of the two of you
6. Describe how your model here represents what STEM integration is to you.
Follow-up: Ask any clarifying questions you think are necessary to fully
understand their model
Optional Follow-up:
• If your students were asked to draw a model of STEM integration, how do
you think it would be similar? Different?
7. Following your participation in [the Project], how has your understanding of STEM
integration changed?
Follow-up Questions:
• What components of [the Project] influenced your development?
• Are there outside factors that have influenced this understanding? [e.g.,
other professional development, colleagues, principals, etc.]
Show Fellow the STEM integration model Flashcards and have them put into an order of
“worst” (left-most) to “best” (right-most) model of STEM integration. Once the Fellow has
completed this continuum, TAKE A PICTURE and continue with the interview...
8. Describe the order you provided, using the “name” of the model (e.g., A, B, C), and why
each model is placed where it is.
9. Where does your model fit into this continuum that you have created? Why did you place
it there?
10. How is your model of STEM integration reflected in your teaching?
11. In what ways does your [Project] curriculum reflect your model of STEM integration?
Follow-up Questions:
• What is easy to implement in your model?
• What is difficult to implement in your model?
STEM Teaching
12. What are the characteristics of an effective STEM curriculum?
13. What changes have you made to your course curriculum this year? What are the factors
that affected these changes??
Follow-up question:
• How happy are you with your current course curriculum?
14. The State Science Standards explicitly include benchmarks related to scientific inquiry.
How did you incorporate inquiry into your science teaching this year?
Follow-up questions:
• What do you consider to be your most successful inquiry-based lesson?
• What challenges do you face in implementing inquiry-based lessons?
15. The State Science Standards also include benchmarks related to engineering. How did
you incorporate engineering into your science teaching this year?
Follow-up questions:
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• What do you consider to be your most successful inquiry-based lesson?
• What challenges do you face in implementing inquiry-based lessons?
16. What was the role of mathematics in your science or engineering lessons this year?
17. What was the role of technology in your science or engineering lessons this year?
18. About EngrTEAMS Curriculum:
• For returning Fellows only: Did you implement your [other Project] curricula this
year? If so, can you describe how that implementation was similar/different from the
previous year’s implementation? If not, can you explain why you did not
implement?
• For all Fellows: Do you intend to implement your current [Project] curriculum in
your classroom in future years?
Wrap Up
14. Why did you choose to participate in the EngrTEAMS project?
Ask for any remaining comments or questions
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